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ABSTRACT

This research is an endeavor to apply new and well-established control method
ologies to improve transient response, stability and reliability of three-phase inverters in
grid-connected and isolated mode of operation. In the course of studying the effect of
these methodologies, model-based control is introduced and is extensively applied which
is relatively a new approach. In addition, the application of this concept has been studied
on developing “grid-forming” controls to allow wind and solar inverters to support voltage
and frequency levels like traditional generators.
This research encloses the details of three major works of this research and their
possible contributions on improving the performance of three-phase inverters in gridconnected and isolated mode of operation. The first one employs the concept of adaptive

control using multiple models and a hierarchical control approach to smoothly switch
between isolated and grid-connected modes of operation. In the second work, the features
of the first research work have been applied and more nourished to control a "grid-forming"
unit. The interactions of this grid-supporting converter with a "grid- forming" unit is the
main subject of discussion in this work. The last work applies the concept of internal-model

control to introduce a new control methodology in power-synchronization method. This
approach has tackled the non-minimum phase issue attributed to power-synchronization
methodology and offers a robust solution.
Furthermore, in this research, detailed stability analysis of all the proposed con
trol structures have been presented. Along with all simulation verification, FPGA-Based
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) has been utilized to verify the performance of the discrete
control structure.
The details of plant modeling, controller design, HIL and experimental results are
presented for all of the proposed schemes in each section.
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SECTIO N

1. IN TRO D U CTIO N

The concept of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) is commonly utilized in
modern power system that includes renewable energy resources such as wind generators
and solar panels to generate electricity. Distributed Generation is an approach that employs
small-scale technologies in modular generators to produce electricity close to the end users
of power. The foundation of DERs is based on three different IEEE standards. The first one
is IEEE 1547 (version 2018) which is the standard for interconnection and inter-operability
of Distributed Energy Resources with associated electric power system interfaces [1]. The
technical specifications along with testing environment and equipment in interconnecting
and inter-operation between utility electric power systems (EPSs) and DERs are the focus
of this standard. Installation of DER on radial primary and secondary distribution systems
is the main emphasis of this document, although the advances in control methodologies and
power electronic based converter designs results in several revisions of this standard and it is
constantly going through several redrafting. As the converters are becoming more versatile
the standard constantly adjusts and improves general requirements of power converters.
This standard is written considering that the DER is a 60 Hz source. The second standard
is IEEE 1559 (2009) [2], which is the standard for inertial systems terminology. The
integration of power-electronic based converters to the conventional power-system structure
with synchronous machines that are inherently inertial systems can jeopardize the stability of
the generating network. The last standard is IEEE 399 (1997) which recommends practice
for industrial and commercial power systems analysis (Brown Book) [3]. This standard
is a source of information competitive business environment forces plant and building
management and the total owning cost of power distribution systems.
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Figure 1.1. Typical configuration of a DER based on IEEE 399

Based on the requirements of IEEE 1547 of power-electronic converters and their
everyday increasing share in generating electricity a new concept has emerged which is
called "Grid-Forming" inverters.

A “Grid-forming” unit is a voltage-source converter

that participates actively on forming the grid voltage and stabilize the frequency. Several
prerequisites have been defined fo r th e g rid-forming c onverters w hich is s ummarized
as follows (Figure 1.1.):

• The grid-forming unit is a voltage source (known as PV bus)
• It is responsible to stabilize grid voltage and frequency
• This unit must inject active and reactive power to the load via voltage
• The control of a grid-forming unit must provide slow response to integrate with
conventional grid
• The grid-forming converter is capable to operate in islanded and weak grid conditions
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By the introduction of the concept of grid-forming inverters, the rest of the powerelectronic based converters are considered as grid-following units. A “grid-following”
inverter is a voltage/current-source converter that follows a grid-forming unit in voltage
and frequency in PCC. Based on the definitions a following unit should have the
following is introduced as (Figure 1.2):
• The grid-following unit is a current source (PQ bus)
• This unit follows the grid forming converter in terms of voltage and frequency stability
• It should be capable of injecting active and reactive power to the load
• In case of PV-Generators it must have fast response to the intermittent irradiation
levels (no buffer)
Employing HVDC technology, mainly represented by wind or pv-based converters
connected to the bulk-power-system, has found its place in the state-of-the-art of generic
dynamic models of Distributed-Energy-Resources (DERs) [4]. The technical advantages

4
of this system such as reactive-power support to the ac-system and sustainable operation in
weak grid condition equipped with synchronization methods as an alternative to PLL make
it a suitable candidate to take its own role in common mode of energy transmission. As
the power flow of an HVDC link can be independently controlled of the phase angle, it can
improve the stability of the network against disturbances due to rapid changes in power.
Different control methodologies, such as power-angle control and vector-current
control have already been adopted to realize the potential benefits of a VSC-HVDC [5]
and [6]. Power-synchronization is also a similar method that adopts the phase-angle and
voltage magnitude to directly control the active and reactive power [7]. In this method,
no synchronization unit is required as the power control loop produces the voltage unit
vector which generates the PWM switching signals. By incorporating a high-pass filter
in the small-signal model of the active power versus load angle and reactive power versus
voltage magnitude, the typical problems of the power-angle control such as resonant peak
at grid frequency and converter over-current limitations have been rectified to some extent.
The crucial purpose of integrating voltage-source converters for HVDC applications is
to generate non-oscillatory power in weak grid conditions.

However, the typical low-

frequency resonance problem still persists [8]. On the other hand, the emerging demands
on the operation of the VSCs in isolated mode and as grid-forming inverters to stabilize the
voltage and frequency at the point-of-common-coupling (PCC). Therefore, the control of a
VSC as virtual synchronous machine has attracted considerable attention. The mathematical
implementation of the dynamics of synchronous machines in the control structure of the
switching converters have been investigated [9]. In a simpler approach the power-frequency
swing equation is solved every control cycle to emulate inertia [10]. However, in weak-grid
condition, the proposed control methods might fail to sustain low-frequency resonances or
severe voltage faults. In this paper, a new PID (proportional-integral-derivative) control
method has been applied. In this method, both swing equation and frequency-droop-based
approaches, that resembles the primary frequency control of a synchronous machine are
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implemented to tune the PID control gains. Switching power-electronic based converters
are mostly controlled through PI control architectures. The derivative term, which is used
to add damping to the system is usually avoided. In PWM-based switching converters with
large time constant, using the derivative will amplify the large frequency noise. However,
power-synchronization based small signal model of the system is severely under-damped
and demonstrates non-minimum phase behavior due to the presence of Right-Half-Plane
(RHP) zeros. Therefore, to cancel the oscillatory under-damped terms, the derivation can
be implemented through adding a high-pass filter [11]. In the present work, the proportional
and derivative gains of the PID control have been calculated based on solving the swing
and the governor equations of a synchronous machine and the PID controls the plant that
has been derived through the power synchronization control law. This control methodology
shows significant improvement in the performance of the controller in canceling the voltage
imbalances and nonlinear loads on non-oscillatory power generation [ 12].
In this research, the focus has been on the design of a grid-forming three-phase
inverter which functions as a PV-source and is capable of performing in both isolated and
grid-connected modes of operation. In the first section, we have discussed the details of
designing the control structure for such a converter based on hierarchical control design.
The results of this paper have been published in a paper with the title of "Internal Model

Based Smooth Transition o f a Three-Phase Inverter Between Islanded and Grid-Connected
Modes". The interaction between a grid-forming and a grid-following unit is described in
another paper with the title of "Advanced Current-Limiting and Power-Sharing Control in

a PV-Based Grid-Forming Inverter Under Unbalanced Grid Conditions". However, the
hierarchical control has limitations that requires more observations. The limitations of
hierarchical control can be enumerated as follows (Figure 1.3):
• Hierarchical control just focuses on parts of granular level of any system therefore it
becomes an immense challenge to ensure whether the system constraints are violated
for any system equipped with a high level control structure.
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• Higher level control always deals with large amount of data as they act as a system
level controller. Therefore, it becomes a challenge to store the huge amount of data
and process them.
• With such an architecture, the control has to be implemented in either centralized
costly platforms or if they are implemented in a low cost decentralized manner time
coordination will be an issue. Both of these adds to the complexity of the system.
• Any communication between the devices if has to be carried out would require high
cost communication protocols and can always suffer from the limitation of bad data.
In the third paper with the title of "Internal Model Power Synchronization Control o f

a PV-Based Voltage Source Converter in Weak-Grid and Islanded Conditions", the details
of a new control methodology based on internal model control has been proposed which will
rectify the limitations attributed the the hierarchical power control in three-phase inverters.
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PAPER

I. IN TERN AL M OD EL BASED SM O O TH TRA N SITIO N O F A TH R EE-PH A SE
IN V ER TER BETW EEN ISLANDED AND G RID -CO N N ECTED M ODES

ABSTRACT

Recent technical advances in control, protection and interconnection of distributed
power generation units imply that it is practically viable and economically profitable to
keep them as backup generators in isolated operating modes. Therefore, along with the
development of islanding detection techniques, seamless operation in transition between
islanded and grid connected modes is required and more sophisticated control strategies
are needed to recognize the existing working condition and adjust the performance to
meet the strict standards of grid interconnection.

This paper presents a new adaptive

control structure, based on internal model control (IMC), which uses multiple models
and an inherent islanding detection method through an optimized switching mechanism to
tune the operation of a three-phase inverter under transitions between islanded and grid-tied
conditions. By applying a power synchronization method, the system emulates the operation
of a synchronous machine which is needless to rely on a phase-locked loop to synchronize
during the transitions. Hardware co-simulation environment in Simulink/PLECS and Xilinx
System Generator have been utilized to evaluate the transient behavior of the controller in
discretized domain and verify its robustness during parameter variations and load switching
conditions. Various switching rules have been applied and a comparison of their effect in
transient response is demonstrated. The results, taken from several case studies, confirm
the significant robustness of the proposed control methodology.
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1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Distributed energy resources encompass a broad range of sizes and electrical
charac-teristics which varies from serving rural customers to large commercial clients. The
present diversity in modern distribution systems contributes to more complexities which
makes it impossible to create a general interconnection standard that can address all
scenarios. Nevertheless, any devised regulation must regard safety, reliability and
economical prereq-uisites as indispensable. Considering safety concerns as the most
important compulsion, IEEE (1547) standard, for interconnection and interoperability of
DERs with associated electric power system interfaces [1], prevents unintentional power
supply from DER to neighboring customers or to the utility grid when there is an upstream
fault in the grid system. Accordingly, as DERs generally utilize inverters to interface the
grid, their design should contain necessary protection to counteract unintentional islanding,
or, conventional ancillaries must be installed to affect the same protection. Regardless of
the availability of the power supply, when there is an outage in the main grid, local
generation systems are forced to trip. However, more recent trends provide more flexible
approaches to design, operation and integration of future DERs in intentional islanding
condition and gives them the capability to disconnect and reconnect to part of the grid
while providing power to neighboring customers [2].
Several advanced islanding detection algorithms are available [3,4]. Local islanding
detection techniques are basically based on system parameter measurements and mainly
include three main categories: passive, active and hybrid methods. On the whole, the
ability of DERs to feed the line in a microgrid with intentional islanding capabilities
along with the development of islanding detection methods alleviates the anti-islanding
requirements, but intensifies the need to develop a control mechanism to detect and offer a
seamless operation both in islanded and grid-connected modes without affecting the overall
power generating procedure.
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Different studies have been performed to address the microgrid transition between
standalone and gridtied modes during grid-losses and undesired transients and disturbances
[5-9]. Regular DER interactive inverters are dominantly operated by current control mode
which switches to voltage control mode by the occurrence of an intentional islanding
to feed the emergency loads. However, the transition and delays in islanding detection
may result in instabilities in the output voltage of the inverter [10,11]. Different control
methodologies for seamless transition between islanded and gridtied modes of operation
have been proposed [12,13]. A direct control strategy treats the interfaced voltage source
converter by a voltage control (VC-VSC) which provides control over frequency and voltage
at PCC [14]. Despite being straight forward, this methodology does not comply with the
extended operation range of mictrogrids and the essential hierarchical control structure in
modern DER [15]. In a more recent approach, a synchronous power controller (SPC) has
been proposed as a suitable alternative which permits PV plants to operate seamlessly in grid
connected and islanded modes, with no need of changing the control structure [16]. This
method offers a controller with virtual inertia which can elude the anti-islanding algorithm
of the connected PV inverters and ensure soft transitions. However, the LCL filter and a trap
filter for switching frequency along with the proportional resonant (PR) controller adopted
for the current control give rise to a 1th order system and the tuning of parameters becomes
cumbersome.
A fixed hierarchical power-voltage-current control structure has been utilized by
applying a fixed droop control over the active power and an IMC based voltage control [11].
The proposed controller is robust against random disturbances, but its performance in grid
connected mode is dependent on a resonant filter along with the PLL. To generate the
reference frequency in standalone mode, the processor internal clock is used. The coupling
effect and interactions between PLL and system impedance network is still an issue which
can lead to instabilities when multiple inverters are connected and the nonlinear behavior
of PLL endangers the effectiveness of the control system in weak grid condition [18,19].
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In the light of the aforementioned information and by considering the fact that the
continuous operation of an inverter, either in islanded or grid-connected modes, fits well
into the adaptation and learning by using multiple models, which has already been decently
addressed in control theory [20, 21], this paper presents an adaptive multiple internal model
control to render a seamless operation to microgrids in small distribution systems. Internal
model based control (IMC) has already been applied to control three-phase grid connected
and standalone converters [22-24]. However, in this paper, a new multiple-internal model
control scheme with an adaptive switching and tuning structure has been proposed which
is occupied with an optimized switching rule which takes care of smooth transitions during
unprecedented delayed islanding detection phenomenon.

By involving the concept of

power-synchronization [25], a simple swing equation based control methodology has been
applied [26] as a fixed control loop which is augmented with an adaptive multi-model
switching control. The proposed control structure
• Emulates a virtual synchronous machine which regulates power both in grid-connected
and standalone modes.
• Offers a seamless transition with no need of PLL and is robust during transitions.
• Possesses an optimized switching rule and an inherent islanding detection mechanism.
• Is able to perform efficiently in the presence of parameter uncertainties and loading
conditions.
These features incorporated with conventional active damping methodology [27]
and current limiting capability can significantly improve the robustness and enhance the
system stability, by applying a simple linear control design and simpler parameter tuning
requirements. Hardware co-simulation experiments endorses the advantages offered by this
internal multi-model control.
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This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the system configuration is pre
sented. Section 3 will describe the control structure in detail. Small signal stability analysis
is explained in Section 4 and Section 5 includes the details about hardware co-simulation
method and realtime assessment of the control design through the demonstration of the
results. And, in the last section, there will be final discussions and conclusion.

2. SYSTEM CO NFIG U RATIO N AND M OD EL DERIVATION

The system presented in Figure. 1 is composed of a DER unit and an RL load. This
system is required to have a dual-operation under islanded or grid-connected modes when
switch S 1 is either open or closed. The system includes a primary energy source and a
three-phase VSC interfaced to the PCC by an LC filter and the RL load is connected to the
PCC. The main grid is considered as an ideal three-phase voltage source with per phase

Rg and Lg components. On the other hand, a quick and safe disconnection from the grid
when a disturbance is detected and reconnecting automatically, or with the intervention of
an operator, is essential. The main challenge of the this microgrid and the utility is to
maintain frequency and voltage at PCC and coordinating the operation of protective relays
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and reclosers in compliance with utility standards. The smooth transition and seamless
operation of this system requires a robust control infrastructure which is equipped with an
accurate islanding detection mechanism.
A simplified diagram of the system is depicted in Figure. 2.

The state space

representation in both grid-connected and islanded modes is governed by the following
equations:

Vinv,abc —Ril,abc + L

dij, abc
dt

+ Vo,abc

( 1)

ll,abc —1-C,abc + lg,abc

C

dv0,abc
dt + lg,abc

where, L and C are the filter inductance and capacitance, Vinv,abc and ii,abc are vector
representation of each phase inverter output voltage and current respectively and v0,abc is
the voltage at PCC. To simplify the system representation in gridtie mode, the equations
in ( 1) can be rewritten in stationary reference frame, afi, by considering the fact that the
grid impedance is generally considered to be less than 0.6 per unit of the base impedance.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can consider v0 to be equal to the grid voltage, v g:

Vinva - RiIa + L ^ j f + Vga

(2)
Vinv/3 - R i l fi + L df

+ Vg/3
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and consequently, an ideal model of the system, by considering the nominal values of the
filter components in Laplace domain, turns out to be:

_
^Pi,ap _

i'l&P
_
1
_
Vinv,a/3 Vg,afi $L,q + Kq

(3)
(3)

Equation (3) paves the way to apply a model based control (MBC), [28], on the plant in
Figure. 1 as long as it is connected to the grid and G pi is the representation of the model
that will be controlled by a current control loop. In standalone mode, v0 will be equal to
the voltage across the load and the stationary reference frame representation of the system
in islanded mode will be:

Vinva _ R^Ia + L~dt + ^Ca
(4)

Vinvj3 _ Riip + L - J f + VCj3
As in the islanded mode, the challenge is to maintain the voltage across the load,
the model of the system based on the voltage across the filter capacitor and inverter output
voltage is defined as:

Qp _ V<^’aP _ ________ 1________
Vinv,afi S2CqL o + SR0 C0 + 1

(5 )

Gpv is the representation of the plant with nominal parameters that is controlled by a voltage
control loop. The error generated by the comparison between the output of the plant (ii,abc
and v0,abc) and the ones generated from each one of the models gives out a signal that can
indicate which environment is currently active and switch to the appropriate controller. This
is an islanding detection method with nearly no non-detection zone (NDZ) which is innate
in IMC based control. The control methodology and the switching rule are thoroughly
explained in the next section.
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Figure 3. General block diagram of a simple closed loop control and IMC structure

3. PR O PO SED CO N TR O L A R C H IT EC TU R E

3.1. IN TERN AL M OD EL CO N TR O L
Classical closed-loop current control is the most common methodology to control
converters. This method requires to solve the state space equation of the system which
is not accurate for nonlinear and non-minimum phase systems with instabil-ities. Applying
the concept of internal model based control (IMC) which incorporates a reasonably
accurate model of the plant by using the nominal values of the system parameters has
recently attracted attentions [32-35]. This method works perfectly well when the plant is
stable with minimum or non-minimum phases and extra measures can be taken to apply it
on unstable plants. As it can be seen in Figure. 3, IMC can simply be transformed into
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closed loop by adding and subtracting an accurate model of the plant to the classical closed
loop control. Starting from a simple closed loop control, Figure. 3(a), the control law of
the system can be written as:
y (5) =

C (s) G P (s)
( ) +
1
, ()
y d (s) +
d (s)
1 + C (s) G p (s)
1 + C (s) G p (s)
T(s)

(6)

S(s)

in which, T (s) is the transfer function of the system and S (s) is the sensitivity. By adding
and subtracting the nominal model of the plant, there will be no change on the control
structure Figure. 3(b). The IMC structure can be realized after merging the control, C(s),
with the model of the system, Gp ( s) and the control law is described as:

y (s) =

G c (s) Gp (s)
1 + G c (s) (G P ( s ) - G P (s))

y d ( s)

T ( s)

1 - G c (s) G P (s)

1 + Gc (s) (Gp (s) - Gp (s))

(7)

d ( s)

S (s)

If the model exactly matches the plant, Gp (s) = Gp (s ) , the transfer function and the
sensitivity turn out to be:

T (s) = Gc (s) GP (s)
( 8)

S (s) = 1 - Gc (s) GP (s)
To have the most accurate control and make the IMC design near optimal and to make y
exactly track ya , the transfer function should be: T ( s) = 1 and therefore, the controller
will be: Gc ( s) = G — ( s) which can be realized when the plant model is exact, minimum
phase and invertible. As the plant models we have (equations: (3) and (5)) are both causal
and stable, there is no need to factorize the models and separate the parts which are not
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Figure 4. Block diagram of multiple internal model control

invertible and non-minimum phase. However, in order to make the control proper and
robust against plant and model mismatches, the controller should be augmented by a low
pass filter, F ( s) = 1/(As + 1)n, in which n is chosen in a way to make Gc ( s) proper.
The delicacy of designing this controller comes from the fact that tuning parameter,

Ac (filter parameter in G ci) and A v (filter parameter in Gcv), have inverse relationship with
the speed of the closed loop response and favorably, it is not undesirable in this control
scheme. As the internal model control structure is primarily cascaded with an inertial
power control loop, which is relatively slow, by properly adjusting the A parameter, the
whole control design will demonstrate a suitable stability and robustness. More details
about this feature will be explained in coming sections.

3.2. ADAPTATION AND LEA RN ING BY USING M U LTIPLE M ODELS
The concept of realizing an intelligent controller through multiple identification
models with the capability to recognize the active environment and adjust its controlling
operation accordingly has been decently addressed in control theory [20,21]. This structure
has proven its credibility and practical operation in several experimental and industrial
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Figure 5. Block diagram of multiple internal model control

applications such as in robotics and aviation [21] and [34]. This methodology can learn
about different environments in course of time and act swiftly and accurately. For the
current purpose, the switching and tuning should happen during the islanding detection
and re-connection to the grid and the mechanism should take care of swift and accurate
switching within the learning set and take care of the possible delay in islanding detection.
The structure of the control system applied for this purpose is two different internal
models of the system which estimate the standalone and gridtied modes of operation and
their corresponding control systems, see Figure. 4. At every instant of time two measures
of identification errors are generated, e1 and e2, which are defined as:
£ 1 = v* - v 0 = Avc
(9)

e2 =

i T - iI

= A ii

A performance cost, Jop, is defined for each of the controllers and to which controller one
should switch is determined by the one that minimizes the cost function as follows:

Jop (t ) = a e 2j (t ) +

J0 e -(t t) e 2 (r) dT

(10)
a >0

0

J = 1, 2
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The equation has two instantaneous and long-term accuracy measurements, where j is the
counting index and a/fi are weighing factors. The two internal models of the system are
performing in parallel. Considering gridtied as the initial condition, when the islanding
occurs, there is a mismatch between the first-order approximated model, (3), and the plant
due to the reduction of current at PCC, as the local load is being fed solely by the VSC. The
switching must happen as the error between the plant and the first order system starts to rise
and the error between the plant and the second order model, (5), starts to diminish as the
plant matches with the second-order internal model in islanded mode and it instantaneously
minimizes J o p .
This way, the detection of the islanded mode is immediate.

As in the present

application, the delayed islanding detection is not desirable, fi is chosen in a way just to
rectify the inertial response of the power control loop and the forgetting factor, %, determines
a memory for the index which is quite useful to keep pace of the switching internal models
with the inertial response of the power control loop when the transition happens and act as
a low-pass filter to rectify the possible fluctuations due to switchings. As J op is minimized
for the error of the second order model, an immediate switching, switches the control to
a voltage control which is dominantly used in standalone operation. The voltage control
is augmented by a filter, F ( 5) = 1/(Xv s + 1)2 as the model is second order in standalone
mode and a gain, k p i , is also added as an inner current control loop to give current limiting
capability to the controller. This ritual can also be applied when the reverse transition
occurs to reconnect back to the grid and the filter will be F ( s ) = 1/(Ac s + 1) as the model
is of first order in grid connected mode and a gain, k p v , is used as an outer voltage control
loop.
In this application, the choice of IMC rather than a model control is due to the
robustness of the IMC when exposed to external disturbances and parameter variations in
comparison to more commonly used adaptive model control schemes. Also, the choice
of the optimal index switching rule is based on the fact that direct switching based on the
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Table 1. System Parameters
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

R
L
C
a

0 .5 ^
9.0mH
20juF
2.0
1^
5mH
5

J
B
f
£
AC
\.y
kiQ

1Kgm 2
10kgms —
2
60Hz
10—
2
10e —
3

kpi
kpv
w
€
Bhoad1
BLoad.2
LLoad1,2

0.4
100
377Rad/s
1
20^
25^
0.5mH

Lg
kPQ

1
oo

Value

oCD

Parameter
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error has very little practical application as it can result in jitters during the switching. The
adaptation, in the present application, comes in the identification o f the suitable model to
appropriately set the controller. The models used in the current application are fixed as the
parameter deviations and the disturbances are within a range that can be rectified by the
IMC. However, adaptive models can also be applied in more complex applications.

3.3. SW ING EQUATION BASED PO W E R SYNCHRONIZATION CO N TR O L
The control structure utilized to control power is mostly a simplified version of
a synchronverter [26-28], to implement the virtual inertia without using a full detailed
model of a synchronous generator. The power-frequency swing equation is solved every
control cycle to emulate the inertia which is equivalent to rotor’s mechanical inertia in a
synchronous generator through the following equations:

P*- P =

+ BAw

(11)
A w = wi —Wg
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where, the active power, P, is computed through sensing the inverter output current, ii,abc,
and the voltage, v0,abc, at PCC. J is the emulated inertia and B is the damping factor. The
virtual angular frequency, w i , is also calculated every control cycle. By minimizing Am and
considering wg as the reference frequency, the frequency at PPC is well-maintained. The
underlying equations of this control structure form an enhanced PLL or a sinusoid-locked
loop and the synchronization process is innately conserved with the terminal voltage [30].
The basic version of this controller might require a back-up PLL at the start-up to
initially synchronize with the grid [31] or during severe ac-system faults. However,
for normal operation or during unbalanced grid condition, the synchronization is wellmaintained. Similar methodology used in [30] has been applied to derive the transfer
function of reactive power versus voltage.
The adopted reactive power control loop, though limited in amount, is required to
support the ac system in gridtied mode as its output is added to the voltage reference which
alternates in weak ac systems. But, in standalone mode, the voltage magnitude at PCC is
adopted as the reference and is directly fed into the voltage control loop in IMC control
learning process.

4. SM ALL SIGNAL STA BILITY ANALYSIS

Small signal dynamic analysis of the proposed control structure has been performed
to optimize the parameters and compare them with a conventional cascaded control that
does not use the IMC based control. A summary of the parameters used are in Table I.
The dynamic response of the proposed controller to the variations of inertia, 0.1 < J <
100 (kg /m 2), is depicted in Figure. 6 . The frequency response confirms the stability of
this system and in comparison to a conventional cascaded architecture, IMC offers a finer
stability margin, (phase and gain margins).
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Figure 6 . Frequency response to change of inertia (a) Standalone mode (b) Grid-connected
mode

Improved bandwidth in both standalone and grid-connected conditions is achieved.
Along with it, the variations of A, (Ac,v), Figure. 7, illustrate that the choice of A as IMC
filter parameter, should be selected in a way to optimize the performance by keeping the
bandwidth of the controller to one-tenth of the switching frequency. This way, gain and
phase margins will increase by 8 to 12 degrees on average for both modes of operation. By
applying this method, the overall stability margin of the system renders a significant
enhanced performance over conventional cascaded control structures.
Another quite important point which should be considered in designing this control
architecture is to achieve a balanced speed between the inertial power control loop and the
inner IMC loop. Mostly the inertial control structures produce a relative slower response,
but the choice of A, in the IMC controller can rectify this issue by balancing the speed of
the cascaded loops of control.
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Figure 7. Frequency response to change of A (a) Standalone mode (b) Grid-connected mode

As mentioned earlier, IMC implementation works best for minimum phase mod
els. However, the implementation in PWM based converters, controller discretization or
communication delays in HiL will introduce delays to the system, see Figure. 8 . The term

e-sTsamp will render the system non-casual as the inverse of the model should be incorpo
rated in the controller. Considering this fact, the closed-loop plant models by incorporating
the Laplace transform of a time delay of T seconds in one term, e~sTsamp, for grid-connected
and standalone models will be written as:
G p v ( s ) = A v s + e sTsa™
p=

0

(12)
G Pi ( s )

= A 2s 2 +

2A c s

+ e sT^™p =

0
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Figure 8 . General overview of the system with incorporated delay

Different delay compensation methods have been applied to rectify this problem [37]. Pade
approximation of model with time delays is well-known [38]. The exponential transfer
function is approximated by a rational transfer function using Pade approximation formulas.
In our case, the open-loop transfer functions after using the approximation turns out as:

G

pv-oi ( s )

g-sTsamp
Ags

1-sT„,
Ag j

(13)

( \ _ e sTsamp ^ 1 sTsamp
Upi-°l (5) _ ^ s2+2Ass ~ A2ss2+2Ass
The numerical solution of the closed-loop transfer functions will result in finding the range
of stable poles. For this application, similar method has been applied and the range of Ac
and Av applied in both modes of operation have been depicted in Figure. 9.

5. HARDW ARE CO -SIM ULATION AND RESULTS

Hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) is a testbench environment which is frequently used to
emulate different systems to validate the interactive performance of models and physi-cal
hardware realistically. This method facilitates emulating large, complex and virtually
connected systems. This trend has found its way in several large scale distributed energy
systems using distant HiL based simulations to control physical converters [38]. Among all
HiL methods, FPGA in the loop technique has become quite popular. Enhanced transient
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Figure 9. Closed-loop pole placement based on IMC parameter
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capturing in smaller time steps along with applying hardware pipelining and parallelism
reduces the unwanted latencies and delays in the system [39]. In this paper, the schematic
block method of Xilinx System Generator in DSP (XSG) with floating number repre
sentation and VHDL programming has been applied to implement the control in ZYNQ
XC7Z020-CLG484 (Zedboard). The joint test action group, (JTAG) cosimulation interface
has been used as it requires minimum resources on FPGA to achieve an optimum hardware
consimulation interface. The FPGA clock frequency is chosen to be around 120 MHz at
which all modules are found to be compatible with each other. The whole control struc
ture is implemented in System Generator and the switching circuit is realized in PLECS.
Logical blocks and VHDL have been used to design the control. Registers have divided the
control structure in pipelining stages with minimum latency. The results of the hardware
co-simulation are implemented on the board and they have been extracted on the scope by
utilizing a DAC module.
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5.1. SM O O TH TRA N SITIO N BETW EEN G R ID TIED AND ISLANDED M ODES
The first results depicted in Figure. 10 are taken during the transition from grid con
nected to standalone mode. Phase-a and b of the voltage and current have been extracted
during the transition between grid-connected to standalone modes and no discernible fluc
tuations in the voltage at PCC is observed. In grid-connected mode, reactive power control
loop outputs the instantaneous voltage magnitude, when the switching signal occurs, the
output of the reactive power loop switches to the fixed r eference v oltage m agnitude and
the inner voltage control loop takes care of controlling the voltage at PCC. As the adopted
switching ritual observes the changes in the output errors in the corresponding models, the
error that minimizes the optimal switching equation, Jop, in this case will be e1 = A v 0,
so the switching will occur through an optimized scheme which will result in an smooth
transition.
Likewise, for the current, the active power loop generates the reference 0 which
goes through the outer current control loop, kpi . The reverse procedure happens when
there is transition from standalone mode to grid-connected and the error that optimizes Jop
is e2 = A i 0, which directs the control to current control mode, Figure. 11. In addition,
Figure. 10(b) and Figure. 11(b), show the control performance of the power control loop.
The reactive power command is set to zero and the active power is regulated on the reference
value (5kW) in grid-connected mode and it experiences a 2kW of reduction as in standalone
mode it just feeds the local load. Similar trend is also observed for power regulation in
opposite transition.

5.2. SM O O TH TRA N SITIO N W ITH O PT IM IZ E D SW ITCH IN G RULE
The performance of the applied optimized switching rule is examined by first gen
erating the switching signal through the error between the plant and the model (Jop = e1
or Jop = e2). Then, the square of the errors with an optimization gain (Jop = a e \ or
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Jop = ae2) is applied which offers a fast response and instantaneous switching and finally
the main switching scheme along with the delay, Jop (t ) = ae2 (t) + ySJ0e A(t t) g-2 (r) dr,
is applied to see how the switching scheme affects the performance of the controller during
the transitions. In order to see the real effect of switching schemes on the performance,
we increased the threshold of the model mismatch with the plant which results in more
oscillations around zero error detection and assessed the performance of the switching
rule in rectifying the voltage and current fluctuations. The results are summarized in Fig
ure. 12 and the switching happened as there was an islanding event. The transition between
grid-connected to standalone mode happens when Jop becomes minimum and the error
that minimizes it, e\ = A v0. As it can be seen for the switching adopted as e\ = A v0,
the voltage and current display fluctuations during the transition. It also happens when

e\ = A v02, but the optimizing gain rectifies the fluctuations to certain extend. However,
incorporating the memory factor, %, and the integral in switching scheme has an effect of a
low-pass filter that rectifies the unwanted fluctuations and therefore, this switching scheme
offers a simultaneous combination of tuning and switching. This feature is more relevant to
rectify the delay between the islanding detection and confirmation processes. Applying the
optimized cost function reforms the instabilities that occur due to large nondetection zone
(NDZ) which is the inherent weakness of passive islanding detection techniques [3].

5.3. EVALUATION TH R O U G H COM PARISON W IT H EX ISTING TECH N IQ U ES
The technique used in the present work lies in the scope of passive islanding detection
techniques which basically monitor the system parameters at the point of common coupling.
Voltage and frequency variations are the most common parameters that are used to detect
the islanding condition. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
with other conventional methods, a similar hierarchical control structure is applied by
eliminating the internal model control and utilizing an outer power-voltage control loop
based on virtual synchronous machine and conventional inner current and voltage control
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loops. This control methodology also does not require PLL to detect the phase of the
grid voltage. Two conventional passive methodologies, under/over voltage (UVP/OVP) and
under/over frequency (UFP/OFP), by observing the frequency deviations through a PLL
at PCC, have been separately applied to record the islanding condition. The results of
back and forth transition between grid connected and standalone modes of operation due
to preplanned islanding and grid-reconnection scenarios by opening and closing the switch

S 1 have been depicted in Figures. 13 and Figure. 14.
A rapid PCC voltage/frequency deviation threshold (A v = 20v and A f = 0.1Hz)
has been applied in t = 50ms to disconnect the grid and similar scenario was applied to
connect back. As it can be observed in the results, the voltage and current ride-through
capabilities of the proposed control method shows no discernible distortions. Although, for
the conventional control structure, the destabilizing effect of the reactive power controller
has been limited with a similar technique used in the proposed control structure, distortions
can be observed in the voltage and current due to the delay in islanding confirmation
(= 20ms) and phase locking during reconnection to the grid. The power control loop
basically takes care of the power flow from th e in v e rte r t o t h e g rid. However, due to
similar reasons, oscillations are also observed in active and reactive power for conventional
control loop specially during the transition to reconnect to the grid. The proposed control
structure smoothly operates between the two modes of operation and has better ride-through
capabilities in comparison to more conventional control structures. The effect of the lowpass filter in the optimized switching rule based on minimizing the cost function results has
no NDZ and delay which induces seamless operation during transitions.

5.4. LOAD SW ITC H IN G AND PA RA M ETER CHANGES
Figure. 15(a) demonstrates a loading transient in standalone mode. As a 1kW load
is added, the current increases and the active power injected from the DG unit is adjusted
based on the load transition. This phenomenon has no effect on synchronization and
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Figure 15. Dynamic response of the system (a) when there is a load switching in standalone
mode (b) when there is a parameter change in standalone mode

connection to the grid. The proposed controller acts robustly to reject the sudden loading
disturbance yielding no voltage disturbance at PCC while the current and power are
adjusted based on the switched load. This event has no effect on the synchronization to
the grid. Also, Figure. 15(b) shows the capability of the proposed controller to handle
filter parameter changes. In the presence of a step change in a parameter in the standalone
mode, there is no discernible change in the current and the voltage at PCC also remains
intact. In addition, the changes in the parameter has no effect on re-synchronizing to the
grid.

6 . CONCLUSION

An adaptive multi internal model based controller for smooth transition between
islanded and grid connected modes of operation has been presented in this paper.
The proposed control is composed of simple and linear control structures that facilitates
flexible o peration o f a DER. The performance of the proposed controller under load
switching conditions and parameter changes proves the robustness of the proposed
controller which can robustly deal with the dynamic nature of smart distribution systems.
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II. ADVANCED CU RR EN T-LIM ITIN G AND POW ER-SHA RIN G CO NTROL IN A
PV-BASED G RID -FO R M IN G IN V ER TER UNDER UNBALANCED GRID
CONDITIONS

ABSTRACT

Grid-forming inverter technology is a novel and evolving concept for systems
with high penetration of renewables. The integration of these grid-independent units with
the existing conventional generators and gradually replacing them should contribute to
stabilizing the power grid. Several control strategies are proposed in order to design grid
forming inverters to emulate the kinetic energy and the self-synchronization features of
synchronous machines with robust control on voltage and frequency to deal with the dynamic
issues of the grid. In this paper, a PV-based grid-forming inverter with a modified virtual
synchronous machine control in parallel with a battery supported inverter with an enhanced
droop control has been considered to operate under non-ideal grid voltage conditions
and in the isolated mode of operation. The control methodology encloses a photovoltaic
synchronous generator along with nonlinear feedback linearization current-limiting control
with voltage ride through capabilities that enable the grid-forming PV-inverter and the
grid-following battery inverter to seamlessly provide active and reactive power to the load
in unbalanced grid conditions. A hardware co-simulation environment in Simulink using
the software tool of Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation (PLECS) and System
Generator from Xilinx has been applied to evaluate the operation of the controller and
verify its flexibility and effectiveness in different case studies.
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1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

The growing tendency toward utilizing a more decentralized electric grid and new
types of distributed resources further increases the demand on a variety of technologies and
establishing new criteria and requirements for interconnecting DERs to electrical power
systems. An increasing number of DER interconnections changes the distribution system
interaction with the bulk power system. It also transforms the distribution system into
an active source of energy. Consequently, enhanced state-of-the-art capabilities for active
power control and reliability services have been reflected in proposed changes in IEEE 1547
2018 Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems. In
the context of the standard, DER is regarded as a source of electric power that is not
directly connected to a bulk power system [ 1] and more stringent grid support functions
such as active voltage regulations, abnormal voltage/frequency ride through, and frequency
response capabilities are expected from new generations of energy resources.
Taking the aforesaid into consideration, in recent years, the concept of grid-forming
inverter-based resources has proactively attracted the attention of the research community
[2-5]. A grid-forming unit can operate independent of grid strength and can autonomously
interconnect to a power system. This unit should function as a voltage source and is required
to precisely control its output voltage amplitude and frequency to improve the performance
of the inverter-based generation. The grid-forming technology can be a viable solution to
realize the replacement of the conventional generators with renewable resources [6]. In
order to achieve this goal, rigorous operation standards for power system reliability have
been devised for inverter-based renewable generation [7]. Basically, the control strategy
for electronically coupled DER units is classified into non-interactive and grid-interactive
approaches [8]. In the latter, the power control of the grid-following inverter is used in
order to control the output power within the microgrid limits.
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Grid-forming PV systems are expected to operate as a photovoltaic synchronous
generator (PVSG) to inject virtual inertia to the system based on a synchronous generator
mechanical properties and as an uninterruptable power supply, PVSG units must have black
start capabilities and they should operate in both grid-tied and isolated modes of operation.
Different control methodologies have already been proposed to reach these objectives,
among which, synchronverters have been highlighted as they successfully propose a control
methodology that can emulate a synchronous machine [9]. However, the non-linearities in
calculating the active power and the reactive power, and the coupling between the frequency
and the field-excitation current loops may result in instabilities in voltage and frequency.
By incorporating the nonlinear analysis of the system, the global stability of the system and
current limiting capability can be achieved [ 10, 11].
Furthermore, a performance comparison of grid-following and grid-forming PV
sources in providing frequency support in an islanded power system shows that the droop
controlled grid-forming inverter has superior frequency control over grid-following invert
ers with current control [12, 13]. Controlling PV-based VSCs to emulate synchronous
generators (which result in PLL elimination due to the existence of damping power provid
ing self-synchronization ability) is also discussed in [14]. In [15], a synchronous machine
rotor is emulated by proper dc-link voltage regulation and the dc-link capacitor performs
as a virtual rotor. A decentralized control strategy in a grid-forming inverter for overload
mitigation, which can autonomously transfer the extra load of the overloaded source to other
power suppliers, has been reported in [15]. This control strategy maintains the voltage con
trol of the grid-forming inverter in load transients. However, these control methodologies
have not verified the operation of the grid-forming inverter while interacting with other
conventional converters as dependent following units.
In a broader view, a generalized eigenvalue perturbation technique for coherency
identification has been applied to analyze the performance of large-scale networks of grid
forming droop-controlled inverters in [16]. The multiple-loop voltage regulation incorporat
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ing virtual impedance is able to maintain the plug-and-play capability and innate resiliency
of grid-forming droop control. Also, a new decentralized control strategy for multiple threephase paralleled grid-forming distributed generation units in an islanded microgrid has been
proposed by using the filtered tracking error method in [18]. The proposed controller can
achieve superior PCC voltage regulation and proportional load power-sharing performance
in comparison to droop-based hierarchical control methods. However, this method does
not entirely meet the prerequisites of grid-forming inverters as it does not have sufficient
provisions for frequency control.
A few reports are available on the operation of grid-forming inverters during unbal
anced grid conditions. A dynamic protection integrated model predictive control using a
generalized state-space representation of a grid-connected modular multilevel converter is
proposed in [18], which enables to reconstruct an ac-grid after a blackout by utilizing a VSCHVDC system. The method in [18] restores a balanced voltage system under unbalanced
grid conditions. However, the operation of this mechanism does not offer a viable solution
for grid-following inverters as the cross-coupling of grid-following inverters as dependent
units to grid-forming units have not been addressed. Applying conventional current control
techniques in grid-following units or treating them as voltage-source converters alters the
dynamic model of the network. Consequently, the addition of any dependent constituent
varies the prerequisites to maintain the voltage and PCC frequency. More recently, the
operation of grid-forming inverters during fault conditions without using PLL has been ad
dressed in the literature. A dynamic virtual damping controller gives the fault ride-through
capability to the grid-forming inverter by modifying the outer power reference [19]. In
another approach, a PV-based grid-connected converter is controlled through generating an
arbitrary phase angle, and a resonant controller gives it a fault ride-through capability [20].
Nevertheless, the interaction of all the proposed methods have been verified in passive grid
conditions so far. Besides, the interconnection of grid-following converters— as dependent
constituents in active grid environment— has not been addressed. By increasing the en
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trance of DERs into the generation network, the current grid codes are being modified in a
way that it will mandate the converter-based generators to have the ability to stay connected
and supportive amid transient grid faults and have fault ride-through (FRT) or low-voltageride-through (LVRT) capabilities in their control package. Several studies have proposed
different control methodologies to enable the voltage-source converters to withstand the
grid faults and unbalanced grid conditions. A detailed small-signal modeling analysis,
along with a balanced positive/negative sequence control, has been proposed in [21], which
mostly just considers the quality of the injected current. Some other studies suggest aux
iliary voltage controllers— which can solely be implemented in different control structures
to meet the FRT and LVRT requirements [22,23].
In this paper, a PVSG structure has been proposed as a grid-forming inverter.
The voltage-source converter’s active power is regulated and stabilized by a loop-shaping
approach to the power control loop, which emulates a virtual synchronous machine [24] and
provides inertial response to frequency deviations and sets grid voltage and frequency while
feeding the load with active and reactive power. The interaction of the grid-forming inverter
with a conventional converter is studied by adding a parallel grid-following inverter. In
order to investigate the power-sharing capabilities of this system, the grid-following inverter
uses a droop control. In this way, a decentralized control mechanism with power-sharing
capabilities is achieved in an active grid condition. For fortifying the system to operate
during grid voltage unbalanced condition, the outer power control loop is augmented by
an auxiliary proportional resonant control tuned to the negative sequence frequency, i.e.,
double value of the supplied frequency, and the inner current control loop dynamics are
eliminated by feedback linearization technique. The proposed PVSG control loop structure
• Emulates a virtual synchronous machine and regulates voltage magnitude and fre
quency through the grid-forming inverter;
• Possesses power-sharing capabilities by controlling the active and reactive power;
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• Operates autonomously in the isolated mode through the grid-forming inverter; and
• Is capable of withstanding grid unbalanced and faulty conditions.
These features are enhanced by the virtual inductance method to ensure the direct
controllability of active power and reactive power with the phase angle and the voltage, re
spectively [25]. Then, they offer the seamless operation of the control scheme in unbalanced
grid conditions, in addition to loading and islanding transients.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

In section 2., the system

configuration is p resented. Section 3. describes the control structure in d etail. A thorough
stability analysis is explained in Section 4. and Section 5, including the information
on the hardware co-simulation method and real-time assessments of the control design
through demonstrating hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) results. The last section includes the
final discussions and concludes this paper’s outcomes.

2. SYSTEM CO NFIG U RATIO N

The system in Figure. 1 represents a general scheme of the parallel structure of a
PV-based grid-forming and a battery-based grid-following inverter as the dc-bus is
considered as ideal.

This generalized overview of a voltage distribution system can

host different types of loads and distributed generators connected to the main feeder. The
grid-forming unit can operate in either grid-connected or isolated mode, but the grid
following unit operation is dependent on its connection to the grid-forming inverter as it
is not able to work in the isolated mode. Then, the operation of each of the units is
studied in different modes of operation. The state-space representation of converters
interface dynamics in the natural reference frame is given by the following equations for
both grid-forming (GF) and grid-following (GL) inverters.
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L

dF
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VGL,abc = L G L

dl GL,abc
^t
+ ^ o,abc,

GF ~jt--- + V0,abc,
( 1)

lL,abc = IGL + IGF - lCeq■
As the parameters are depicted in Figure. 2, Ceq and L qf and L ql are filter
capacitance and reactance for both grid-forming and grid-following units and vpCC is the
PCC voltage while igf is the output current of grid-forming and ioL is the output current of
grid-following inverter. In order to further simplify the system equations, the dynamic
equations are

dicF,ap
VGF,ap = VoGF,afi + L GF Jt0 + KGFlGF,a/3 ,
VGL,ap = VoGL,ap

+

lL ,a p = IGL + I G F ■
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+

K G L l G F ,a p ,

(2)
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The third equation is calculated by considering that the capacitance is negligible. To apply
the power synchronization control method to both of the inverters, the same procedure
in [18] has been applied and the linearized dynamic relation of the active power and the
load angle will be
A P gf/ gl _

v

s L gf / gl

a0s2 + a\s + a2
2
2
+ R gf/ gl + {u L gf / gl

where GF and GL stand for Grid-Forming or Grid-Following, respectively, and

a0

a

_

GT L ( V GL/GFV PCC cos 0 0 -

v2
p cc )

’

1_

GFJ)GL ( V GL/GFV PCC cos 0 0 -

V2
pccj

,

0 -2

_

vgl / gf Vpcc {m L gf / gl cos 6 0

- R gf / gl sin 0 ^

(4)
.

Moreover, similar to coupling of the reactive power with the phase angle, the equation
will be
A Q gf / gl _
A v Gf / gl

b0s2 + b\s + b2
(s L gf/ gl + R gf / g l ) 2 +

(5)
R gf/ gl )2
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Consequently, the plant models of each one of the converters are derived, and by
utilizing the linearized plant models, the control architecture is designed with a PVSG
structure for the grid-forming inverter and a power droop control scheme is being used for
the grid-following inverter. The details of the control structure design are described more
in detail in the next section.
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3. C O N TR O L STRU CTU RE

A fixed hierarchical control structure, including power, voltage, and current
control loops in both grid-connected and isolated modes, which are used in the grid
forming converter has been demonstrated in Figure. 3. However, the grid-following
inverter operates as it is always connected to the grid since it consistently follows the
grid-forming inverter. Today, the distributed renewable energy resources must tackle
several challenges as they are becoming more populated in energy generation network
[19]. The first challenge that such a system faces is the intermittent nature of PV daily
output power. Next is the frequency stability issue that has risen from fluctuations of
the net load due to DER variability, decoupling from grid frequency due to PLL
dynamics, and lack of rotational inertia. Another issue is to sustain the operation of
the grid-forming inverters and its dependent followers in unbalanced grid conditions—
which is mainly the subject of the present work. A single grid-forming PV-based unit
equipped with a primary grid-following reserve has been proposed. Also, each of the
above challenges has been addressed in the control structure, considering the point that
the proposed system must seamlessly operate during unbalanced grid conditions. Each
control step is described in the following subsections.

3.1. O U TER PO W E R C O N TR O L L O O P
A photovoltaic synchronous generator has been designed as the grid-forming in
verter. A lookup-table-based MPPT has been utilized, [20], and the irradiation, as atimevarying quantity, is the input to the control system. By utilizing curve fitting methods for
the characteristics of the PV curves, the reference dc bus voltage is calculated. Figure. 3
shows the entire process (Grid-Forming Control I, II and III). As reactive power-sharing is
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Figure 4. Active and reactive power control block diagram using power-synchronization
method

beyond the scope of this paper, the reference reactive power is considered as zero. Actual
values of active and reactive power are determined by measuring current and PCC voltage
and the reference phase angle of the inverter, wm, is regulated as

P*GF - P gf —

dt

+ D A w,
(7)

—mm

Wnom-t

where J is the moment of inertia and B is the damping factor. Along with it, the dc-bus
in the grid-following inverter is considered as an ideal voltage source and the reference
power is obtained through the regulation of the frequency by adopting a simplified governor
control model see Figure. 4 (Grid-Following Control I, II and III). Power is controlled
through a conventional droop control strategy for inverters with inductive grid impedance
which takes the form
vg l — v G
* L - uf l a

Qg l ,

a

Qg l

—

Q * gl

-

Qg l ,
(8)

Wm —Wnom

-

Mf l A P q L , A P q L —P*GL

-

Pg L -
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The first equation is the coupling between the reactive power A Q gl with the voltage,
vgl

-

v*
GL.

The second equation is the coupling of the frequency w m -

u

n0m and the active

power A P g l . w fl and ufl are the droop coefficients. As the frequency is being regulated
by the swing equation, (7), in the grid-forming inverter, the system does not require PLL
to detect the PCC frequency and it is directly fed to the grid-following converter controller
loop from the frequency which is set by PVSG. As it is depicted in Figure. 3, by utilizing
the transfer functions we obtained in (3) and (5) and using (7) as G pc ,gf = ji+b as the
active power compensator and G qc,gf = k p,GF +

, and the reactive power compensator

in grid-forming inverter the close-loop transfer functions for the power control loop in the
grid-forming inverter turn out to be

P gf
P*GF

/ M
a ps 2 + a \ s + a 2
A 0 s 3 + A \ s 2 + A 2s + A 3

where
Ap = JL 2GF’
A i = { 2 J R Gf L

gf

+ B

gf

L 2g f + a o j j { j L 2G ^ ,

( 10)
A2 = { j

f

+ p) 2g f L 2g ^

+ 2RqfL

gf

B + a i ^ I { j L 2G ^

,

A- 3 = ( ^ G F + ‘^ ' g F ^ g f ) B + a ^ j ( J L % ^ .

Similarly, for the reactive power control loop, the close loop transfer function will be

Q gf

/ M

Q*gf ~

b p's 3 + b

i' s 2 + b 2' s + b 3

s3 + B i s 2 + B 2 s + B -

where
b ' o = k PG F b o ,

b ' i = k PG F b i + k i G F b p ,

(12)
bi

= k PG F b 2 + k i G F b i ,

b- = kiGFb2,
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Bo = L g
2 f + k p g f bo,

B \ = ( 2 R G f L g f + k p g f b \ + kiG F b o )

/

{ L 2g f + k p g f b o ) ,

(13)
B 2 = (R GF + ^ G F ^ G F + k pG F b2 + kiG F b \ ) / K f + k pGF b o ) ,

B3 = ( k iG F b 2 ) / ( L 2g f + k p G F b o ) .

Likewise, by utilizing the transfer functions in (3) and (5), and by choosing the droop gains
as

G

p c ,g l

=

wgl

and

G

=

q c ,g l

Rg l ,

the close-loop transfer functions for the power

control loop in the grid-following inverter will be

P g l = ( mGL\ aos2 + a1 s + a2
P * gl

\

oW

A

*2 +

^

+V

(14)

’

where
A

o'

= L2
gl +

A 1' =

mGLao,

( l L2
Gl +

mGLa ^

I ( l 2g l +

mGLaoj ,

Lg l

mGLao .

A 2 = w2mL2GL + mGLa2

+

(15)

Following similar steps, the reactive power loop will look like

Qg l
Q * gl

b os 2 + b 1 s + b 2

=
\ B

o' )

s2 + B

\

(16)

s + B2 ’

where
B o' = L 2g l + n G L b o,

B\

= (2R

Bo. =

gl

L

gl

+ n GL b 1 ) j { l 2g l + n GL b o j ,

o)2frt2 G+ R 2 GL + n G L ^ 2 I ( b 2

g

&

n GL ^ o

(17)
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For further verifying the input/output dynamics of the system and proving the
controllability of the system with the proposed controller, the controllable canonical form
of the state-space representation has been adopted. The state-space model of each of the
systems will have the following forms.

1)

Grid-Forming Inverter’s Active Power: The state-space representation of the

grid-forming inverter active power is
/
x 1Pgf

0

1

x 1Pgf

x 2Pgf

0

0

x 2Pgf

- ^ 3

-A 2

X3>Pgf

V

-A 1

0

+

0

X3Pgf

u

1

/

(18)
X1Pgf
y = a0

a2

a1

a0

x 2Pgf

X3Pgf

where “xiPGF”s (i = 1,2,3) are states, y = P gf is the actual active power, and u = P*GF is
the active power reference value.

2)

Grid-Forming Inverter’s Reactive Power: The state-space representation of the

grid-forming inverter reactive power is

r
'^1Ggf

X2Qgf
x 3Qgf

/

0

^ 1Ggf

1
= B0

X2Qgf
-B 1

V.

x 3Qgf

+

0
1

u
)
\

(19)

x 1Qgf
bd - B3bd

b d - B2bd

V

- B 1 bd

X2Qgf

+ b f0U

x3Qgf

)

where ux :qg f ”s (i = 1, 2 ,3) are states, y = Q gf is the actual reactive power, and u = Q*GF
is the reactive power reference value.
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3)

G r i d - F o l l o w i n g I n v e r t e r ’s A c t i v e P o w e r :

The state-space representation of the

grid-following inverter active power is
r

-

r

x 1Pgl
_ x 2PGl

=
,

\

x 1Pgl

1

0

mpL

0

u

+
. - ^

\

2

'

-A 1'

_ x 2PGl

_

1

,

/

(20)

I
x
y

x

=

[

A0

a2 - A 2 'a 0

1Pgl

, x 2Pgl

\

where xipgf ’s (i = 1,2,3) are states,

y

a0U

+

a.1 - A1 'a0
,

/

= P gf is the actual active power, and u = P *GF is the

active power reference value.
4)

G r i d - F o l l o w i n g I n v e r t e r ’s R e a c t i v e P o w e r :

The state-space representation of the

grid-following inverter reactive power is
-

r

x 1Qgl

= nGL
= B0'

0

u

+

- B2'

x 2Qgl

\

-

r

x 1Qgl

1

0

\

- B 1'

.

1

_ x 2Qgl

/

(21)

I
x
v

y

=

[

B0

b2 - B 2'b0

+
, x 2Qg l

\

where uXiQ GF”s (i = 1, 2, 3) are states,

1Qgl

b1 - B1 fb0

y

b0U

,

/

= Q gf is the actual reactive power, and

u

= Q*GF

is the reactive power reference value. The state-space representation of the controller
augmented with

PR

control has also been verified, so a thorough pole placement o f the

stability analysis can be performed as elaborated in Section III.

3.2. IN N ER VOLTAGE AND CU RREN T C O N TR O L LO O PS
As depicted in Figure. 4 (Grid-Forming Control I V and V), the power control loops
in the grid-forming inverter are followed by a voltage inner control loop, which is imple
mented in afi stationary reference frame. The inner voltage loop, being a proportional
controller represented by Gcva/p , improves the stability and the phase margin of the con
troller. The voltage control is followed by a nonlinear current control loop which removes
the nonlinear dynamics of the current by utilizing the output/input feedback linearization
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current control (FL/CC), Figure. 4 (Grid-Forming Control V). This control scheme can
cels all nonlinearities of the current control loop and makes an overall linear first-order
system— which is much simpler to control. The implementation of the control comes from
Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) equation from the inverter to the grid, i.e.,
d io F
L

Here, by choosing the input

gf

dt

u = vpcc

+ (v p c c -

R gf I gf

-

vg

and

e =

ig f

current), linearizing the dynamics of current is regarded as

(22)

vg) .

- i *GF (with i *Gp as the reference
e = -k

nn e . In order to reach this

purpose, the input can be chosen as follows, canceling all the nonlinearities of the current.

u = R

g f Ig f

+ k n n e,

(23)

where knn is a constant. By utilizing this method, the current control loop reduces the
system to a linear one through the cancellation of the nonlinearities. As the main control
loop is the power control loop, this feedback linearization method performs effectively as a
second loop of control and helps stabilize the control structure.

3.3. AUGM ENTED PO W ER PR O PO R TIO N A L RESONANT CO N TR O L
In an unbalanced grid condition, voltage sag and distortions result in severe oscilla
tions in the generated power of renewable resources. In parallel operation of the converters,
the unbalanced grid voltage and rapid power fluctuations jeopardize the power-sharing fea
ture. Several control strategies have been proposed in order to enhance the performance of
parallel inverters in unbalanced grid conditions, and modified droop controllers have been
designed to improve power-sharing capability in unbalanced grid conditions [30, 31]. A
proportional multi-resonant controller is proposed in order to control the output voltage in
an unbalanced grid [32], and a similar approach has been employed to augment the power
angle synchronization control [33].
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Table 1. System Parameters
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

R gf

0.1 a
5.0 mH
20 juF
0.5 a
1.0 mH
5a
1 ma
0.1 mH
2 x 103

J
D
mGL
nGL
RpGF
KiGF
f

1 Kgm 2
10 kgms -2
0.4
1.0
16
28
60 Hz
0.25
0.3

L gf

Ceq
R gl
L gl

Zload
Req
Leq
K Gl

T gl

Gcva/p

In this paper, the same control methodology has been used in order to augment
the virtual synchronous machine control in the grid-forming inverter and the power droop
control in the grid-following inverter. This control strategy results in mitigating the power
oscillations during unbalanced grid conditions— see Figure. 3 Grid-Forming Control III.
The primary purpose of this control scheme is to ensure the power-sharing scheme among
parallel inverters, and in order to reduce the oscillations in power, distortions in the current
are allowed. However, as the proposed power control structure does not have any currentlimiting control capability, the inner control loop and the feedback linearization current
control keep the current within the limits required. The overall structure utilized for the PR
control is

K^cutS
Gh

(24)

s2 + 2 wcuts + ( 2m0)2

where Gh denotes Am for active power loop both in PVSG grid-forming and droop control
in grid-following inverter and A v for the reactive power loop. Also, wcut is chosen in
a way to make the controller sufficiently dissipative and attenuate the oscillations in the
voltage. The frequency of voltage oscillations in an unbalanced grid condition is double
fundamental frequency of the system. Therefore, the resonant frequency has been chosen
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Figure 5. Eigenvalue trace of grid-forming PVSG’s (a) active power and (b) reactive power

Figure 6 . Eigenvalue trace of grid-following PVSG’s (a) active power and (b) reactive power

Figure 7. Closed-loop Bode plot of (a) grid-forming active power and (b) grid-following
active power
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as 2mo, which is basically the double nominal value of the nominal frequency. The resonant
frequency is tuned to the second harmonic, and the rest of the parameters is obtained
through the small-signal transfer functions of power obtained in the previous section. In
a linear control scheme, the feedforward of a PR loop will add a resonating pole at the
double fundamental frequency, which is the leading cause of oscillations in power during
unbalanced conditions. Figures. 5, 6 and 7 depict the eigenvalues and the Bode plots of the
active power for both grid-forming and grid-following inverters. The infinite gains at the
double frequency ensure the suppression of any second harmonic oscillations. Also, the
added phase at the stated frequency can mitigate any undesired oscillations in power. As the
power input to the controller is dc, the elimination of the second harmonic can significantly
improve the power-sharing scheme. This strategy is a well-known method applied in linear
control scheme, and more details about adjusting the parameters has already been explained
in [32-35].
In the overall hierarchical structure of the controller, the outer power loops in both
the grid-forming and grid-following inverters have been augmented by the PR controller,
which enhances the tracking of the dc reference values and improves the bandwidth to
achieve the desired transient response. However, the bandwidth of the power control loop
is always kept smaller than the inner control loops; hence, the dynamics of the outer loop
do not influence the inner l oop. As the power control loops are the dominant controllers
of both systems, the stability analysis has been performed on the power control loop as
explained in the next section.

4. STA BILITY ANALYSIS

To further verify the augmented PR controller parameters, they are based on the
eigenvalues of A matrices derived in the previous section. The analysis has been performed
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based on the reaction of the stability of the system to gridvoltage sag. The performance of
the general control system augmented by PR control is also demonstrated. To this end,
the parameters employed in evaluating the stability of the system are summarized in Table

1.

4.1. G R ID -FO R M IN G SM ALL-SIGNAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
5 demonstrates the eigenvalues of grid-forming inverter’s close-loop active power
dynamics, (17) and (19), along with the eigenvalues of similar matrices when the power
control is augmented with a PR controller. 5(a) shows that generally PVSG control system
on the grid-forming inverter is stable and the eigenvalues are on the left-half plane. The
system response to grid voltage sag shows that the eigenvalues move toward the right-half
plane in the active power loop. However, by adding the PR controller, they are shifted
more toward the left-half plane with a much slower trend toward instability. On the other
hand, in 5(b), the reactive power loop eigenvalues shift toward the right as the grid voltage
drops. However, the system is still in a stable region. This observation reveals that the
proposed controller for the grid-forming inverter is capable of stabilizing the PCC voltage.
Augmenting the reactive power loop with the PR will just add two more poles farther
toward the left-half plane, thus pushing the system to more stability in an unbalanced grid
condition.

4.2. G R ID -FO LLO W IN G SM ALL-SIGNAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

6 represents the eigenvalues of grid-following inverter’s close-loop active/reactive
power dynamics, (20) and (21). The closed-loop dynamics of active power and reactive
power are in the stable left-half plane. Besides, the augmentation with PR control adds two
more poles in the left-half plane, which renders the system more stable in case of an
unbalanced grid condition and the voltage drops.
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5. HARDW ARE CO-SIM ULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As control systems are becoming more intricate and complex, realistic test bench
environments are developed in order to test the performance and efficiency of a variety
of control methodologies. Recently, hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) implementation has at
tracted lots of attention. The real-time implementation of the controller can validate the
interactive performance of different models and physical hardware. This method facilitates
emulating large, complex, and virtually connected systems. This trend has found its way
in several large-scale distributed energy systems using distant HIL-based simulations to
control physical converters [26].
Among all HIL methods, field-programmable gate array-based (FPGA-based) tech
nique has become quite popular. Enhanced transient capturing in smaller time steps along
with applying hardware pipelining and parallel implementation of controller code reduces
the unwanted latencies and delays in the system. In this paper, the schematic block method
of "System Generator" (from Xilinx) in DSP (XSG) with floating number representation
and VHDL programming has been applied to implement the control in ZYNQ XC7Z020CLG484 (Zedboard). The joint test action group (also known as JTAG) co-simulation
interface has been used as it requires minimum resources on FPGA to achieve an optimum
hardware consimulation interface. The FPGA clock frequency is chosen to be around 120
MHz at which all modules are found to be compatible with each other. The whole control
structure is implemented in Xilinx System Generator, and the switching circuit is realized
in the software tool of Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation (PLECS). Logical
blocks and VHDL have been used to design the control. Registers have divided the con
trol structure into pipelining stages with minimum latency. The results of the hardware
co-simulation are implemented on the board, and they have been extracted on the scope by
utilizing a DAC module.
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Figure 8 . The transient from grid-connected to isolated mode of operation (Active
Power: 1 kW/div; Reactive Power: 1 kvar/div; Voltage: 34 V/div; Current: 8 A/div;
and Frequency 0.15 Hz/div); (a) active and reactive power of grid-forming and
grid-following inverters and commanded frequencies (w g f ) and (wgl ) and PCC
frequency measured by PLL,(b) PCC voltage and grid-forming currents of phases
A and B, and (c) PCC voltage and grid-following currents of phases A and B
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Figure 9. The transient from isolated mode of operation grid-connected (Active Power: 1
kW/div; Reactive Power: 1 kvar/div; Voltage: 34 V/div; Current: 8 A/div; and Frequency
0.15 Hz/div); (a) active and reactive power of grid-forming and grid-following inverters
and commanded frequencies (w gf ) and (w gl ) and PCC frequency measured by PLL,
(b) PCC voltage and grid-forming currents of phases A and B, and (c) PCC voltage and
grid-following currents of phases A and B
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5.1. POW ER-SHA RIN G CO N TRO L IN ISLANDED AND G RID -CO N NECTED
M ODES OF O PERA TIO N

HIL results are reported for the proposed system with !0kV A power rating for the
grid-forming inverter. The grid voltage is maintained at 208 V (line-to-line rms), and the
whole system feeds two local linear loads with the power ratings of 5 kW and 7.5 kW.
The transients in power have been depicted for three modes of operation in Figures. 8 and
9. In Figure. 8, the system is connected to a relatively weak grid with the impedance of
0.1 mH. The reference in the grid-forming active power is calculated through the dc-bus
control loop in the isolated mode of operation. Also, the PV-based grid-forming inverter
acts as a slack bus in islanded condition. In Figure. 8, the system is first connected to
the grid. Afterwards, it disconnects. The transition from grid-connected mode to the
isolated operation happens smoothly and as it can be seen in Figure. 8(a), the grid-forming
inverter and the grid follower share the power based on the controller parameter gains.
As the grid-following unit active power reference generation is sensitive to a change in
PCC frequency and it acts as a battery-based converter closer to the load, the active power
reference does not change during this transient. However, when there is a switching load
transient from 5kW to 7.5kW, the reference generation in the following unit also alters
in order to meet the instantaneous load demand. In this way, there is a balance between
the active power generated through the grid-forming and the grid-following units— without
pushing any of the converters toward their maximum power rating capabilities. An analysis
on the frequency commanded by grid-forming and grid-following controllers (see 3, wgf
and w gl ) and the frequency measured at the PCC through a well-tuned PLL shows that the
frequency deviations during each transient is within the limits. Moreover, during switching
load in the isolated mode of operation, the frequency deviation in both grid-forming and
grid-following units does not drift more than 0.5Hz. Figure. 8(b) and 8(c) show that the
PCC voltage has been well stabilized during the transitions, and the voltage phase and
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magnitude remain intact. The current injected by the grid former and the grid follower
alters according to the power rating of the load in the isolated mode; it is maximum in
grid-connected mode as well.
A reverse transition from the isolated mode of operation to grid-connected has been
examined in 9. A similar load-switching scheme has been applied in the isolated mode.
The inertia of the grid-forming inverter has been chosen in a way that the controller has
sufficient bandwidth to control the voltage and frequency at PCC. In such transitions, the
grid-forming inverter provides sufficient inertia to keep the frequency oscillations within
an acceptable range while the grid follower also takes part in sharing the load during the
transition and the outer frequency control loop in the following unit generates sufficient
active power.

5.2. PO W ER -SH A R IN G C O N TR O L IN ISLANDED AND
UNBALANCED-GRID-CONNECTED M ODES OF O PERA TIO N

The operation of both grid-forming and grid-following units during an unbalanced
grid condition has been examined through synchronizing to an unbalanced grid in which
one phase voltage magnitude drops 25% below the nominal value which emulates a faulty
condition. 10 depicts the synchronization of both converters to the unbalanced grid from an
isolated mode of operation with the proposed control action. The main objective of the
controller, which is to provide sufficient power to the load devoid of any oscillations, is
met. Along with it, although no frequency measuring units are applied, the frequency
commanded through the grid-forming inverter suffices the resynchronization to the grid
even in a faulty condition. This condition confirms that the phase angle controlled by the
grid-forming inverter,i.e. Qgf , is sufficiently close to that of the grid— which does not
affect the performance during resynchronization. Negligible frequency oscillations during
the transition from resynchronization to the unbalanced grid condition (lower than 0.7 Hz
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Figure 10. The transient from isolated mode of operation to unbalanced-grid-connected
mode (Active Power: 1 kW/div; Reactive Power: 1 kvar/div; Voltage: 34 V/div; Current:
8 A/div; and Frequency 0.15 Hz/div); (a) active and reactive power of grid-forming and
grid-following inverters and commanded frequencies (u g f ) and (w gl ) and PCC frequency
measured by PLL, (b) PCC voltage and grid-forming currents of phases A and B, and (c)
PCC voltage and grid-following currents of phases A and B
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Figure 11. The transient from unbalanced-grid-connected mode to isolated mode of oper
ation (Active Power: 1 kW/div; Reactive Power: 1 kvar/div; Voltage: 34 V/div; Current:
8 A/div; and Frequency 0.15 Hz/div); (a) active and reactive power of grid-forming and
grid-following inverters and commanded frequencies (w gf ) and (u g l ) and PCC frequency
measured by PLL, (b) PCC voltage and grid-forming currents of phases A and B, (c) PCC
voltage at and Grid-following currents of phases A and B
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for the grid-forming inverter, i.e., A wgf ), confirm that the controller is robust enough to
prevent the inverter to trip when connected to an unbalanced grid condition. Also, in such
a severe transition, the current-limiting capability of the controller helps keep the current
magnitude within limits as the current magnitude increases when voltage drops in one
phase to keep the power tracking the reference value. 10(b) shows the operation of the
grid-forming inverter during its resynchronization to an unbalanced grid. The threshold of
the feedback linearizing gain used as the current limiting control has been selected to be
the highest. This selection examines the current limiting capability of the controller. In the
case of the grid-follower, i.e., 10(c), the current shows a usual distortion, and it does not
demonstrate any discernible increment in the magnitude because it is, in general, following
the grid-forming inverter in terms of sharing power. A reverse transition has been examined
from an unbalanced grid-condition to the isolated mode of operation, see 11. This transition
confirms that the grid-forming inverter can maintain the voltage magnitude and frequency
at the PCC.

5.3. PR C O N T R O L LE R PER FO R M A N C E EVALUATION IN
UNBALANCED-GRID-CONNECTED M ODES O F OPERA TIO N

The performance of the PR compensation has been verified during a more sever
faulty condition in which there is a 15% voltage magnitude drop in two phases, see 12.
The active and reactive power in both grid-forming and grid-following units do not show
any discernible oscillations as long as the PR compensator is fed forwarded to the power
control loop. However, when the PR loop is disconnected both active power and reactive
power start to oscillate in both units as the current gets distorted when the oscillations are
not mitigated by the resonant compensator.
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forming and grid-following inverters and commanded frequencies ( ^ gf ) and ( ^ gl ) and
PCC frequency measured by PLL, (b) PCC voltage and grid-forming currents of phases A
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5.4. PO W ER -SH A R IN G C O N TR O L IN ISLANDED AND UNBALANCED GRIDCO N N ECTED M ODES O F O PERA TIO N AND CH AN G E IN IRRA DIA TIO N
The performance evaluation of the proposed control architecture during the change
in the solar irradiation has also been presented in 13. The active power reference of the
grid-forming inverter drops as the irradiation decreases to 50% of its full load value and
accordingly the current injected by the grid-forming inverter to the load in the isolated mode
reduces — see 13. However, as the grid-following unit is also equipped with a power control
loop and acts as a voltage source, it is able to supply the balanced load demand. In this case,
the choice of a droop control for the following unit is a proper choice as long as it can switch
from a “following” unit to a “forming” one, when the PVSG is vulnerable due to the changes
in irradiation. Nevertheless, the frequency commanded by the grid-forming inverter should
still take care of the resynchronization to the grid, which means that the phase generated by
the grid-forming inverter at the point of common coupling should not be dependent on the
irradiation. This phenomenon has been tested in a severe case by reconnecting the system
to an unbalanced grid. The performance depicted in 13 reveals that even by the reduction
in irradiation, the grid-forming inverter is still able to synchronize to an unbalanced grid
and the current in both forming and following units does not show an undesired overshoot.

5.5. COM PARISON W IT H A CONVENTIONAL SYNCHRONVERTER EQ U IPPED
W IT H CU RR EN T-LIM ITIN G L O O P

The operation of PV-based converters as Photovoltaic Synchronous Generators
(PVSG) has been recently the subject of discussion as the PV-based converters are capable
of emulating a synchronous generator in active and reactive power generation by applying a
similar control architecture in [9,14]. The proposed voltage-source converters can maintain
the voltage magnitude and PCC frequency. However, their operation in resynchronizing to
an unbalanced grid condition is not yet evaluated. In addition, their interaction as a grid-
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forming inverter with grid-following inverters has also not been verified. G rid followers
are generally regarded as current-controlled inverters whose operations are dependent on
the voltage and the frequency that is stabilized by a grid-forming unit. However, as long
as the grid-forming inverters emulate a synchronous machine (with a fixed i nertia), in
case the chosen moment of inertia slows down the control operation, the settling time of
the controller becomes higher by resynchronization to the grid. This process results in
oscillations in power and frequency. In such a condition, the current controller which its
performance is dependent on the measured PCC frequency will not have a stable operation.
A similar control structure applied in [14] has been utilized to reproduce the
transient behavior of a grid-forming inverter during the reconnection to an unbalanced grid
condition, see 14. The current shows an overshoot and higher settling time during the
resynchronization to the unbalanced grid with 25% voltage sag in one phase. Besides, a
current-controlled converter operation in parallel with
evaluated.

this

converter has

been

As discussed, during the transitions, the current controller shows current

overshoots and high settling time performance. Consequently, the choice of the current
control architecture for a grid-following unit might not be a feasible solution.

The

droop control augmented with the governor frequency control loop can be a better
candidate to improve the power oscillations and keep the frequency oscillations within the
accepted range. By using this approach, there is no adaptive alternating moment of inertia
implemented in the linear control structure and in the absence of a stable nonlinear control
scheme.

6 . CONCLUSION

A hierarchical control methodology based on a virtual synchronous machine for
power control has been proposed for a PV-based inverter. This system is capable of having
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Figure 14. The operation evaluation of a conventional synchronverter (Voltage: 34 V/div;
and Current: 8 A/div); (a) PCC voltage and current injected by a PVSG controlled as
a synchronverter and (b) PCC voltage and current injected by a converter with a current
control loop
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an embedded frequency regulator, it can operate autonomously with self-synchronizing
capabilities. This system is followed by a more dependent unit called a grid-following
inverter. The droop control of this unit helps enhance the power-sharing capabilities of the
overall system. In this paper, a PR control is augmented in the power loop controls, thus
significantly improving the operation of the converters during unbalanced grid conditions
and reducing the oscillations in the power loop. The performance of both systems in three
modes of operation reveals the efficiency of the proposed controller. For further evaluations,
the operation and the power-sharing feature have been more investigated during different
load-switching scenarios. Hardware-in-the-loop co-simulation results have been provided
in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approaches proposed in this paper.
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III. IN TERN AL M OD EL PO W ER SYNCHRONIZATION CO NTROL OF A
PV-BASED VOLTAGE SOURCE CO N V ERTER IN W EA K -G RID AND
ISLANDED CONDITIONS

ABSTRACT

The power synchronization control strategy for grid-connected voltage-source con
verters (VSCs) provides an operation similar to synchronous machines. It is able to avoid
the instability caused by a standard phase-locked loop in a weak ac-system connection.
However, the non-minimum-phase phenomenon in the developed dynamics places a funda
mental limitation on the ac system stability. This paper proposes a one-degree-of-freedom
internal-model-based control methodology. It introduces a control approach to incorporate
the dynamics of the system nominal model in the control structure. It also rectifies the
unwanted effects of the right-half plane zeros. The explicit incorporation of the model
enhances the tracking capabilities of the controller in a PV-based VSC. Besides, this arti
cle shows that a single-loop of control will suffice to regulate active and reactive power.
Experimental results generated by a test rig are provided in order to show the effective
ness of the proposed control in normal operation. Alternatively, for fault cases (which
endanger the safety of the personnel and devices), another experimental method based on
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) evaluations is used. To this end, detailed analytical verification
of the proposed control structure using HIL evaluations on a PV-Based converter confirm
the satisfactory performance of the proposed control architecture.
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1.

IN TRO D U CTIO N

The escalating application of more power electronic converters to interconnect and
interoperate with power system utilities with active distribution systems require new powercontrol schemes. Renewable distributed energy resources (DERs) have provided several
benefits such as improved consumer-level resiliency, lower losses, and reduced greenhouse
gas emissions [1]. In this regard, the latest updated IEEE 1547— Standard for Intercon
nection and Interoperability of DERs with Associated Electric Power Systems Interfaces
(version 2018) [2]— requires DERs to provide various grid supporting capabilities. Ac
cordingly, all voltage-sourced converters (VSC) shall be capable of actively regulating the
point of common coupling (PCC) voltage and ride-through abnormal voltage and frequency
oscillations [3]. New power regulatory strategies to transients must be implemented.
Distributed generation based on wind-power and photovoltaics is replacing tradi
tional

large-scale

generation

facilities

[4].

The

conventional

control

structures

implemented in the power converters mostly rely on the synchronization to a stable grid
frequency sup-ported by large rotating inertia. They are not inherently suitable in the
paradigm of smart grids [5]. As a result, significant r esearch e ffort is still d evoted t
owards p resenting new control schemes for power electronic converters to address the
emerging demands in future smart grids [6]. A feasible approach is the control of power
electronic converters to recreate the essential properties of synchronous machines [7].
They are designed to mimic the dynamic response of the synchronous machines
and are classified as Virtual Synchronous Machines (VSM) [8]. Various
power-angle control techniques

have already been

advanced

proposed to regulate both the

phase displacement angle and the voltage amplitude of an inverter [9,10]. Among them,
power-angle synchronization control is mainly viewed upon as a combination of
power-angle control and vector current control [11-13].
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based on the product of current and voltage, several drawbacks are attributed to this control
methods [14]. The significant disadvantages are: 1) the limited control bandwidth in the
grid frequency synchronization method; and 2) the inability to limit the current flow in both
methodologies [15]. In order to overcome the limitations, a hierarchical control structure
with primary power control and inner voltage and current control loops is proposed [16].
This method has several features— e.g., such as flexibility and the capability to limit the
current. However, incorporating the outer dc-bus controller with this architecture increases
the order of the system and tuning the parameters becomes cumbersome which results in
slower control response.
Another approach to power-angle control is the power-synchronization control,
which is used in the VSC-based high voltage direct current (also known as VSC-base
HVDC) system. The proposed control employs the phase angle and voltage magnitude to
control active power and reactive power directly [17,18]. The proposed method introduces a
comprehensive small-signal model of the system, and the applied compensator is a conven
tional PI controller. This approach does not exhibit typical problems related to power-angle
control, and this structure has a perfect nominal performance. However, the competing
effects of alternating voltages and currents followed by phase angle variations [19] result
in RHP zeros. Those RHP zeroes limit the robustness of the control. An analytic gain
selection scheme has been utilized to make the design of the power synchronization control
more robust. However, this methodology does not tackle the non-minimum phase problem
of the transfer functions directly, and the problem may persist [20]. It is noteworthy that
dealing with non-minimum dynamics need attention in control designs as they cause both
stability and performance issues [21,33,34].
A similar power synchronization approach has been adopted in this paper. Because
of utilizing that methodology, a robust internal model control has been applied, for elimi
nating the instabilities attributed to non-minimum phase phenomena. The incorporation of
the model of the system in the regulator has long been discussed in control theory [21]. The
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synchronization mechanism derived between synchronous machines (SMs) in ac systems
leads to obtaining the transfer functions of active power versus load angle and reactive
power versus voltage magnitude. The design of a sophisticated regulator is possible as long
as these models are available— and control theories have proven that any regulator that is
both successful and simple must be isomorphic with the controlled system. It means that
deriving the system model is essential to be included in the control design [22].
According to internal model control (IMC) principle, to minimize the output error,
while mapping the states of the system to that of the regulator, and obtaining a more
straightforward control structure, the regulator must be isomorphic with the system being
regulated [23]. The IMC principle has already been applied in several types of research
on both single- and three-phase inverters— in both grid-connected and islanded modes of
operation [24, 25]. Therefore, the IMC structure has been chosen. It is based on the
separation of the “minimum phase” and “non-minimum phase” parts of the plant, which
becomes proper by using a low-pass filter. A similar approach has also been utilized in dc-dc
boost converters with non-minimum phase behavior in [26]. Small-signal stability analysis
of an internal-model-based current and voltage controllers in an islanded inverter-based
microgrid system illustrates a distinctive, stable performance compared to conventional
PI-based controllers. It is also more robust against parameter uncertainties [27].
In the present work, the linearized dynamic equation between the active power
versus the load angle and the linearized dynamic model of the reactive power versus voltage
magnitude have been derived and considered. Looking at power synchronization control
as a process similar to designing a feed-forward controller, an internal model with a onedegree-of-freedom structure is adopted in order to minimize the model-plant mismatch
error. The RHP zeros in the active power versus load angle transfer function and those
of the reactive power versus voltage cause the plant to exhibit an inverse step response.
This issue adversely magnifies when RHP zeros move toward the origin as the voltage
and the phase angle move to their extremes. Such a non-minimum phase phenomenon
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will significantly limit the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. Consequently, a thorough
investigation on factorizing the non-minimum phase part of the transfer function along
with its effect on minimizing the mismatch error between the plant and the model is
studied through an internal-model based control scheme. Also, the regulatory and tracking
performance of the proposed control structure is examined. This new approach introduces
an internal-model-based power synchronization method which:
• Reduces the effects of non-minimum phase phenomena and offers excellent tracking
capabilities;
• Is capable of functioning during weak-grid conditions with no dedicated synchro
nization unit;
• Possesses FRT and current-limiting capabilities; and
• Can switch back and forth between islanded and grid-connected modes.
Moreover, error tuning rules based on the integral of the error squared (ISE) and the
integral of the absolute error (IAE) and low-damping characteristics of the transfer function
have been examined in order to minimize the mismatch error between the plant and the
model of the system. By monitoring the cost function, the method that best applies to the
experimental evaluations is the one that provides more reliable step responses and is easier
to implement.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system configuration
and investigates the effects of the non-minimum phase on the system stability. Section III
introduces the proposed control structure and related plant model identifications. Section IV
is about the stability analysis of the proposed method. Section V evaluates the performance
of the controller through experimental results, and the last section concludes.
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Figure 1. General overview of the system and the proposed controller

2. SYSTEM CO NFIG U RATIO N

In this section, the model of the system is derived based on the small-signal analysis
of the power synchronization mechanism between synchronous machines. For the VSC
system, the power synchronization control structure is designed as an LTI MIMO system so
that the feedback of the active and reactive power as the inputs to control will minimize the
estimation error.

2.1. PO W ER SYNCHRONIZATION C O N TR O L STRU CTU RE
1 represents a simple system based on a grid-connected VSC with Rt and Lt as the
overall inductance and resistance of the phase reactor and the ac system. The ac capacitor
connected to PCC is neglected as it has inappreciable effect on the stability issues as long
as the converter is not forced into voltage limitations [10]. Vinv is the VSC voltage vector
and Vg is the PCC voltage. The power supplied by the VSC is the product of the vector
PCC voltage and the vector current, i, of the phase reactor. The transfer functions of the
active power based on the load angle and the reactive power based on the VSC voltage
magnitude is derived from the KVL equations of the system.

It will also include the
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electromagnetic transients which is the characteristic of fast power electronic generators.
In power synchronization method [18], a VSC is considered as a sinusoidal wave generator
with the voltage magnitude of Vinv, see 1. The dynamic equations are described as
S
inv

T—
dt

- vgg - Riis.

( 1)

By transforming (1) into the rotating reference frame with the d -axis aligned with

vg and considering the complex form of the voltage and current as

v^
—V•
Vinv — Vinve

By considering that the
converter by the load angle

0

dq

,

(2)

vg —vgeJwt

Is — i e Jw t,

reference frame of the ac-system leads that of the

and voltage magnitude does not exceed the voltage modulus

and vinv —vg^ e ^e, equation ( 1) can be divided into following component form

L ^f-

—v inv cos 0 -

di
L ~ d f — Vinv

sin @

Vgd

-

R id

+ w L iq
(3)

R iq

^ L id

Now, by considering the inverter voltage magnitude to be constant,
adding the small-signal deviations to

6 — 60 + A 0 ,

id , iq ,

and

0

Vinv

— v 0 , and

around the operating points, one obtains

id — Id 0 + A id ,

iq — Iq0 + A iq-

(4)

The current is calculated as
. — v0 - vg0
0 R +j w L ’

(5)

which has d - and ^-components as

Id0

v0sin 90
u)L ’

T — Vg0 -V0 cos 80
1^0 —
wL

(6)
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By neglecting the parasitic resistance R, as it has low effect on the current magnitude,
the dq components of complex converter voltage at operating point, and its small-signal
derivatives are calculated as

V0 =

Vd 0 + j v q0

= V0

cos 6 0 + j v 0 sin 6 0.

(7)

The linearized voltage deviation parts, A Vd and A v q, along with linearized sine and
cosine functions are also derived in Laplace form as

A vd = sLA id - mLA iq,

A vq = sLA iq + mLA id,

(8)

sin (6 0 + A 6 ) « sin 6 0 + cos 6 0 A 6 ,
cos ( 6 0 + A 6 ) « cos 6 0 - sin 6 0 A 6 .
The linearized form of (3) around the operating point of 6 0 by keeping the voltage
magnitude, v0, constant yields the following equations.
= - y0 sin 8 0 A 6

- R A id + w L A iq,

(9)
L

^ jj 1

= V0

cos 00A 6

- R A iq - w L A id

The instantaneous active power value from a VSC is given by P = R e w i t h per
unitized quantities. The linearized form of active power deviation is A P = Re{i0Av +v 0 A i*}
and the component form is:
T
--------------- 1

>

Iq0

A vd

<
_______ 1

Id0
A P =

T ■
Vd0

A id

Vq0

A iq

( 10)

+

By taking the Laplace transformation of (9) and substituting in (10), the linearized
dynamic relation between the active power and load angle is derived as

„ ,

G

f

A P

(s) = A e

bp0 s 2 + b n s + bp2
s 2 + a1 s + a 2

(11)
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where the numerator coefficients are

(vgov0 cos 6 q - v 2j ,

bpo =
bp1 =

(^o vo

b p 2 = ( w L v g0v 0

cos 0 o cos 6 0

(12)

v 0) ,

- R v g0v 0

sin 8 0 )

/L 2

and the denominator coefficients are

a\ = 2R/L,
t
a 2 = R 2 + (wL) 2 /L 2

(13)

Similarly for the reactive power, the linearized form of (3) around the operating point
of v0 by keeping the load angle magnitude, Q0, constant yields the following equations.
L^4pdt = A v cos 6 0 - RAid + mLA i„,

(14)

L^Ah. = a v sin 0 0 - R A iq - coLAid
The instantaneous reactive power value from a VSC is given by Q = Im{vt*}
with per unitized quantities. The linearized form of reactive power deviation is A Q =
Im{i0A v + v 0 A i*} and the component form is
T

AQ

T
A Vq

Id0

+

=

-

A Vd

Iq0

Vd0
Vq0

■

- A lq

(15)

A id

By takingthe Laplace transformation of (14) and substituting it in (15), the linearized
dynamic relation between the reactive power and voltage magnitude is derived as

Gq

=

AQ

bQ0 s2 + bQ1 s + bQ2

A v

s2 + a 1 s + a 2

(16)
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Figure 2. One dimensional IMC-active power and reactive power control structures

where
b Q0

= i n (y0 - vg0 cos 6 0 ) ,

b Q1 =
b Q2

(V0 - vg0 cos 6 0 ) ,

(17)

= {w L (2v0 - vg0 cos d 0 ) + R v g0 sin 6 0) / L 2

The denominator coefficients are the same as those of active power versus phase angle.
a1 = 2 R / L ,

t
a2 =

(18)
R 2 + ( w L )2 / L 2

The two transfer functions derived are the diagonal derivatives of the load flow
Jacobian matrix— considering an inductive grid impedance. In such a configuration, the
state variables are not explicitly available, and the problem in defining the state variables
is the derivative terms of forcing function. The state variables can be selected to eliminate
the derivative terms of the inputs [16]. In order to do so, the MIMO system with two inputs
and two outputs is considered as follows.
U1 = A 6 ,

J1 = A P ,

U2 = A v .

y2 = A

(19)
q

.
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The four states of the system can be defined as

* 1 = y i - P qu\,

X2 = y 1 - f i o u i - f i i u i = X1 - f i i u i ,

(20)

%3 = y 2 - J0U 2,
M = y 2 - 70112 - 71U 2 = X3 - J i U 2 .

By this choice of variables, dynamics of state variables are

i i

= *2 + fiiu i,

* 2 = - a 2 X i - a iX 2 + 0 2 U i,

(21)
* 3 = X4 + 71U 2,

X4 = - a 2 X 3 - a iX 4 + 7 2 U 2 .

Also, the coefficients are calculated as

0 0 = bp0
Pi = b p i - a i00

,

0 2 = bp2 - a i0 i - a200

(22)
70 = Pq 0
71 = P q i - a i 7 0
7 2 = b Q2 - a i y i - a 2 7 0

■
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This way, the state-space representation of the system is
0

*1

1

-a2

*2

*3
J C4

0

- a .1

0

0

0

0

0

-a

2

0

* 1

0

* 2

1

* 3

- a .1

X4

+

-

Jh

0

P2

0

u1

0

7 1

U2

0

7 2

-

apq

b pq

(23)

* 1

r
1

y2

0

0

0

0

O

1

U1

7 0

U2

o

y

* 2

+
0

1

c PQ

0

7 3

X4

0

DPQ

In this problem, as the state variables are not available for feedback and only the
output is measurable, see 2 , an observer-based controller, can estimate the state variables
that are not directly accessible from the plant. For designing an observer-based controller,
the conditions of controllability and observability should be verified. T he r ank o f the
controllability matrix, as well as that of the observability matrix, comes as 4. As both
matrices are full-rank, it guarantees that the system is fully controllable and observable. As
a consequence, designing an observer-based-controller is possible.

3. PR O PO SED C O N TR O L A R C H IT EC TU R E

The conventional power synchronization control (PSC) structure of a VSC is
mainly composed of an integrator that converts the power error into a frequency deviation.
Ad-ditionally, to provide the best voltage support for the system, the reactive power control
loop is also required [9]. However, this control architecture cannot compensate for the non
minimum phase phenomenon due to the presence of RHP zeros (in both Gp and G q ), which
results in a limited bandwidth. In order to overcome this issue, a one-degree-of-freedom
IMC provides a fractional order controller for an NMP system. It does so by incorporating
the minimum phase part of the system model in the control loop. The internal model
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principle is inherently an observer-based controller as it monitors the output error of the
system. The gain in the IMC filter can also be regarded as the observer gain; it fastens the
dynamics of the overall control structure.

3.1. IN TERN AL M OD EL CO NTROL
Internal model control (IMC) originates from the classical control theory that in an
open-loop control process, the precise tracking of the desired value, yd , is only achieved
when the controller embeds the inverse of the plant. This way, the transfer function of a
typical system will be

T

( =

&

= C (s) G (s)

C (s ) = G -

1(s)

(24)

However, this control structure is not suitable for NMP systems as the inverse of a
system with RHP zeros will end up in having RHP poles, and the controller will become
unstable. Along with it, this system is not able to sustain noises and input/output disturbances
to the system. In classical control theories, this problem is solved through feedback to the
system. The control structure is used in order to minimize the tracking error of the system.
Still, this closed-loop structure requires a complicated control structure typically to deal
with NMP systems.
In this paper, both of the transfer functions of G p and G q exhibit the NMP behavior—
as they both have RHP zeros and the undesirable phenomenon becomes more pronounced
when the RHP zeros are closer to the origin. If resistance R is neglected in (11) and (16),
and G q both will have a pair of resonant poles (i.e.,

s

Gp

= - f ± j w located in the LHP)— and
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they both will have two symmetrical zeros as

Gp ( s) = 0 ^

vog cos 6 0

^ = ±m

v0 - vg0 cos 6 q
(25)
2

Gq (s ) = 0 ^

^ = ±w

v0 - v0g cos 6 0

Vg0 cos 0 0 - v0

Critical RHP zeros in Gp happens when v0g cos 6 0 = 0 and that is when d0 = ±n/2.
However, in G q , RHP zeros close to the origin happen when 2v 0 - v0g cos 6 0 = 0 which
lies in the reverse relation of A v and A Q. By crossing the origin, the increase in voltage
magnitude results in reactive power reduction. Therefore, the existence of RHP zeros are
more critical in the reactive power loop. In 2(a), G p ( s) and G q ( s) are considered as an
exact estimation of the plants and the closed-loop transfer function for the active power and
reactive power loops turns out to be

P ( s)
1

+

G p (s ) Q p ( s )
Q p (s) G p ( s) - G p
1

n
- Pref
(

( a )

s)

- G P (s ) Q P ( s)

(26)

p

+
1

Q p ( s) - G P ( S) -

+

( 5 P

(

S) -

nom

( )

and
______________

Q (s) =
1

+

Q Q (s ) G Q ( j
1

+

G q ( s') Q q (s')______________

- Gq

Qref
)

(27)

( s) Q Q (s)
Qnom

1

Qq

+

( ^ )

(^ )

- (5 Q ( J ) )

G q (s ) - G q

( $ ) •

( j ) )

The exact control is achievable when Gp (s) = Gp (s) and G q (s) = G q (s ) , that is
when the model exactly matches with the plant and the above equations will simplify to

P ( S) = G p (s) Q p

(

s) P r e f

(

s)

Qp

P nom ( s) ,

Tp (s)
+

( 1

-

Gp

( j )

Ss (s)

(28)
( j ))
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and
Q ( s ) = G Q ( S') Q Q (s') Q r e f ( s ) +

(1 -

T q ( s)

G Q ( s') Q Q ( s ) ) Q nom ( s ) .
S q (s )

This way, the controller architecture is an open-loop structure that can quickly
transform into a classical closed-loop structure— as shown in Figure 2(b). By constructing
the model by the nominal values of the plant and writing the closed-loop form of the shaded
area in Figure 2(a), the internal-model control structure will be

Q p ( s)

C P ( s) =

C q ( s) =

1 - Q p ( s ) (5p ( ^ )
Q q ( s')
1-

Q

q

(s) (5 G ( 5) ‘

(30)
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By considering (28) and (29) and matching the model with the plant as G p ( s ) = G p ( s )
and
Q

q

G

q

( s ) = G q ( s ), the exact control is only achievable when

( s ) = G~q ( s ) . However, as

Gp

and

G

q

Qp

( s ) = G - ( s ) and

are NMP, the transfer function can be divided

into invertible and non-invertible components as follows.

Gp ( s) = Gp+ ( s) Gp- ( s) ,
(31)

Gq

( S)

= Gq + ( S) Gq -

( S) ,

in which Gp+ and G q + are the non-minimum-phase components, and Gp- and G q - are
the minimum phase ones. In order to remove the NMP effect from the controller, the
non-minimum-phase parts of the transfer function (i.e., Gp+(s) and G q +(s )) are removed.
Also, in order to make it proper, a filter is added to the minimum-phase part of the transfer
functions, so ultimately, the control will look like

Qp ( s) = fp ( s) G p - ( s ) ,
(32)

Q q (s) = fQ (s) G q - (s').
By substituting

Qp

and Q q in (28) and (29), in order to achieve the perfect tracking,

the following relations are held.
T p ( s ) = G p - ( s) f p ( s) G p - ( s ) G p+ ( s)
= f p ( s ) G p+ ( s ) ,

(33)

Tq

( s) =

= fQ ( s )

Gq -

( s) f Q ( s)

Gq + ( s )

Gq -

(s)

Gq + ( s)

,

Furthermore, perfect tracking is achieved when

TP (0) = 1 ^ f P (0) = G~P+ (0),

(34)
Tq (0) = 1 ^ f Q (0) = G Q+(0),
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Therefore, the right choice for the filter can be as

G (0 )
(1 + APs)n

fp ( s) =

G Q+ (0)
fQ ( s )

(1 + M

(35)
"

In the present work, three methods of factorization based on integral absolute error (IAE),
integral square error (ISE) [17], and low damping (LD) stable zero analysis have applied to
deal with the NMP behavior of the system.
3.1.1.

IM C-IA E. This method selects the NMP components to minimize the inte

gral of the absolute value of the mismatch error between the plant and the model. Equation
(36) reveals this information.
J IAEp

J IAE q

r Ts
\P (t)- P (t)\dt,
J0
r Ts
\Q (t) - Q (t)\dt.
0

(36)

As the system under discussion is of order two, it has only one RHP zero. Therefore,
in order to minimize the cost function of J i a e , the slowest zero of the system (i.e.,

and

) is selected as the NMP component. Equation (37) is detailed as below

Gp+(s) = fiPs + 1 Re (J3p) > 0,
^ p - ((s)) = —P' p- s + 1 ,
G
s2 + a 1 S + a2
G

q

+(s ) = P q s + 1 Re (P q ) > 0,
P 'q S

Gq -

in which ^

and

(37)

( s) =

+1

s2 + a 1 s + a 2

are the corresponding LHP zeros. In this scheme, the filter that is

chosen comes as

f p ( s)

1
1 + Aps

1
fQ ( s )

1 + ^QS

(38)
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Figure 4. (a) Active-power and (b) Reactive-power step-response of the closed-loop system
and the control effort— E 0 = 1.0 pu, Vo = 1.0 pu, wL = 1.0 pu, R = 0.05 pu, and 6 0 = 50°
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3.1.2.

IM C -ISE. This method chooses the NMP components in order to minimize

the integral of the square value of the mismatch error between the plant and the model as
follows
r Ts
JlSEp =

_
p

(t) -

p

2

( t )) d t

J0
r T*
JisEa =

_

Q (t ) - Q ( t )

(39)

2

dt

0

Similarly, in order to minimize the cost function, J i se , the slowest zero of the system
(i.e., -j^ and

) is chosen as the NMP component. Equation (40) is detailed as below

Gp+(s ) =

------ - Re (ftp) > 0,
-ftps + 1
^ ( N (fi'ps + 1) (-f tPs + 1)
G p - ( s) =
2
’
s2 + ai s + a 2
BnS+ 1
, .
G e+(s) =
, Re (p Q) > 0 ,

(40)

B' qs + 1 - P q S + ^
G q- ( S) =
~2 ~ ------ —
•
s2 + a 1 s + a 2
In this scheme, the slowest zeros are compensated by a division by their corre
sponding LHP poles (i.e.,

and -1—) to remove the effect of unstable zeros and it is

also multiplied by the minimum phase component. Also, the following low-pass filters are
selected to increase the phase margin.

fp ( s')

1
1 + Aps

f a ( s)

1
1 + Aq S

(41)

3.1.3. Low D am ping Stable Zero. Without disregarding R, 3, depicts the damping
ratio of the numerators of Gp ( s) and G q ( s) fortherangeof - 1 <

6 0

< | a n d 0 < v0 < 2vg0.

This analysis shows that the numerators of Gp ( s) and G q ( s) are under-damped for the range
of stable zeros, and apart from the NMP behavior, it exhibits oscillatory response which
is undesirable when stable power production is a mandate. In order to minimize the effect
of low-damping components of the system model, the whole numerator is regarded as

The Stability Criteria of Active Power

6X660
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§
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I
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non-minimum phase terms. Additionally, the system model is divided into

Gp+( s) = bp 0 s + bp\s + bp 2 ,
Gp- ( s) =

In which,

G p + and G

+( s)

s 2 + a\s + a 2

G

q

g

Q - ( s ) = ~ Y + ---------- + — ,
s1 + a \s + a i

q

(41)

= bQ 0 s 1 + b Q \ s + bQ 2 ,

+ are the NMP parts and the denominators are the minimum-

phase parts. Since the order of the NMP component of the system has increased, the IAE
optimization rule is adopted to minimize the error detailed in (43).
fE

J l AEp =

\P

J0

(t)~

i 5

( t ) \dt,

(43)

r Ts
iaeq

=

\Q (t) - Q (t ) \d t .

0

Besides, in order to make the control transfer function proper, a higher-order filter
is applied as follows

1
fp (s )

(Aps + 1)

. _
r.

f a ( s)

1
(Aq S + ^

1

(44)

For the final choice of the control structure, the low damping stable zero method
(IMC-LD) has primarily been chosen because of the following three reasons.
• This method does not require to precisely find the RHP zeros of the transfer function
as it considers the whole numerator to be NMP.
• It eliminates the power system variables of v0, v g, and 6 0— whose alterations play a
vital role in producing the RHP zeros.
• By proper choice of the filter, it shows a better tracking capability compared to the
two other IMC methods (depicted in 4).
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4. STA BILITY ANALYSIS

The stability of the power synchronization method is dependent on the locations of
poles and zeros of the small-signal transfer functions. As mentioned before, the low
damping ratio in the numerators in Gp and G q is not dependent on the parameters of the
system, while it is directly related to the parameters of the power system like v0, vg0, and 6 0.
A suitable control structure can compensate the system’s RHP zeros. In order to dampen
the grid-frequency resonant poles, a high-pass filter has been adopted in [18]; it is able to
act as an “active resistor” and to improve the stability margin of the system.
The system’s RHP zeros’ effect has not been mitigated in the closed-loop transfer
function. An analytic gain selection method has been applied to give sufficiently large
stability margins to the system in [1] to make power synchronization robust. The selection
of the gains mainly depends on the active power complex-transfer-function between A 6
and A i. However, the minimum gain, which is recommended and proposed in the method,
depends upon the variations of the system parameters, i.e., R and L and those of power
system, i.e., i, m, v0, and v g. Neglecting the fact that the active power and reactive power
are coupled in nature might limit the robust performance of the proposed controller in
large-signal oscillations.
As depicted in 3, the locations of oscillatory RHP zeros are mostly dependent on
the phase angle

6 0

in moderate voltage ranges. The NMP systems are generally difficult

to control as the RHP zeros introduce internal instabilities to the system. In the IMC
approach, the filter design incorporates more tunable variables in the case of NMP systems
as compared to minimum-phase systems. Furthermore, the delay created in the response
of the NMP system is rectified. Figures. 4 shows the step response o f IMC based control
structures in comparison to conventional PI controller when 6 0 is relatively large (50°). The
results show that the IMC scheme shows at least 30% improvement in settling time.
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By factorizing the low-damping numerator as the non-minimum phase part of the
transfer function, the rise-time and the peak are reduced compared to other control method
ologies. Also, as factorizing the whole numerator is independent of finding the zeros of
the system, this control methodology has been adopted in order to examine the control
performance experimentally. One more important effect of the IMC control by factorizing
the low-damping numerator is to produce a non-oscillatory control effort— which shapes
the modulating voltage vector. This feature is significantly essential when the converter
performs as a virtual synchronous machine, and the VSC frequency oscillations with regards
to changes in active power set-point should be curbed. As the system model is embedded
in the control structure, the range of applicable A cannot be independent of the system’s
parameters. By applying Routh’s stability criterion, Ap and Aq limits will be achieved based
on the system parameters, which are

Ap >

( v go v o cos 6 o -

v 0j ,

(45)

Aq > 2 A (y o - vg0 cos 6 0 ).
By considering R to be negligible, the above conditions shrink to Ap > 0 and Aq > 0.
However, Ap ,q should be curtailed based on the stability criterion of discretized systems.
In order to quantify the limits of Ap ,q , the delay term caused by the PWM switchings and
sensors have been generally considered in one term in the feedback. Pade approximation
of the models has been employed to write the open-loop transfer functions [30].

The

exponential transfer function is approximated by a rational transfer function, considering
that the system model is exactly equal to the plant. Then, the final plant transfer function
turns out to be
(bp0s2 + bp i s + bP 2
G p-oi

e sTpsa™p

(A 2 p - b P 0) s 2 + ( 2 A p - b p

i

)

( 1

-

s

+

( 1

-

bP2)

(46)
(bP0 s 2 + b p i s + b P 2 )

(A p - b P 0 s 2 + ( 2 A p - b p i ) s

s TPsamp j
+

( 1

-

bP2)
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Figure 6 . Active and reactive power response to irradiation changes

( b Q0s 2 + b Q \ s + b Q 2 )
G Q-ol
( a 2q - b Q 0 )

j

2 +

(2 A q - b Q

1)

j

+

( 1

-

b Q 2)

(47)
( b Q0 s 2 + b Q 1 s + b Q 2
(A 2q - b Q0 )

j

2 +

1

sTQ s a m p j

-

(2 A q - b Q 1 )

j

+

f 1

-

b Q2 )

The numerical solution of the closed-loop transfer functions will result in finding a
range of the stable poles of the system within the unit circle. Finding the stable poles will
furnish a range of Ap ,q in the IMC, which will stabilize the system. The stability criteria
of the active power and reactive power are represented in Figure. 5. As the poles of both
systems are within the unit circle, Ap ,q is selected to replace the poles closer to the origin,
and this way, the system remains stable. However, the range of available Aq is more limited
than that of Ap , which is again related to the inverse relation between the reactive power
and the voltage. Finding suitable criteria for Ap ,q is essential to adjust the speed of the
controller, which is directly related to the inertial reaction of the controller to disturbances.
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Table 1. System Parameters
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

VI

400 V
15 kVA
60 Hz
40
600
2000
1e-6

vg
Ri
Li
Rg
Lg
Tg
Aq

170 V
0. m
5e -3 H
0.1 a
5e -4 H
0.003
1e~4

S Rating
f
K p PI
K >PI
Kf
Ap

5. EX PER IM EN TA L RESULTS

This section shows the effectiveness of the proposed control. In this regard, in order
to reveal the practicality of the introduced controller, first, it has been tested on a single
converter prototype. Second, experimental examinations should have a compatible setup as
VCSs need to feed faulty networks since the internal-model-based control is required to be
robust to withstand grids with faults. Therefore, conducting such tests is almost impossible
in our currently available laboratory facilities due to the considerations related to the safety
of devices and personnel. Alternatively, the controller performance and response during
faults (in the weak-grid conditions) have to be assessed by hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
to show the validity of the proposed control in this research, as detailed in [33]. HILbased evaluations make various, complex testing scenarios and incorporation of several
disturbances/faults in the system possible (for creating real-world dangerous test cases).
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Figure 7. The cost function monitoring during persistent fault occurrence

5.1. EX PER IM EN TA L EVALUATION O F TH E C O N T R O L LE R BY USING A
CONVERTER
Here, the viability of implementing the proposed control is tested during normal
operation. To this end, a test rig, which is based at Georgia Southern University, has been
used in order to conduct experimental evaluations of the closed-loop system. Figure. 8
shows the setup, which has the same parameters stated in Table 2. It has been utilized to
test the converter’s performance when the VSC is normally being operated for active/
reactive power changes. The VSC is based on intelligent power modules from
SEMIKRON, in-cluding insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) built by “SKM 50 GB
123 D” modules, “SKHI 21A (R)” gate drives, and protection circuitry. The switching
frequency has been set to 8.1 kHz. The ac-side filter inductance and resistance are 5.0 mH
and 0.1 Q, respectively, with an SCR around 3.
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Figure 8 . Test rig used in the experiments

The dc-link capacitance and inductance are 2.04 mF and 1.50 mH, respectively. The threephase converter is operated at 30 A and 208 V (line-to-line rms) and 400 V (dc).
“IsoBlock I-ST-1c” current sensors and IsoBlock V-1c” voltage sensors from Verivolt Company measure the currents and the voltages, respectively. “MicroLabBox
(MLBX)” from dSPACE connect the VSC under test to the measurement and drive printed
circuit boards. A dual-core, 2 GHz “NXP (Freescale) QorlQ P5020” real-time processor
has executed and run the proposed control algorithm. “Xilinx Kintex-7 XC7K325T” fieldprogrammable gate arrays (also known as FPGAs) have generated the pulse width mod
ulation (PWM) signals connected to digital inputs/outputs (I/Os). The MLBX interface
board consists of eight 14-bit, 10 megasamples per second (Msps), differential analog-to-
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Figure 9. Experimental results associated with the applied active/reactive power changes;
the actual active power, its reference, the actual reactive power, and its reference have been
shown by traces in blue, cyan, magenta, and lawn green respectively, with 0.5 pu/div (for
both active and reactive power, whose “pu” values have been noted at the left-bottom corner
of the figures) and 200 ms/div

digital channels to interface the measured signals to the controller (with the functionality
of free-running mode). The Real-Time-WorkShop in the MATLAB Simulink environment
has generated the software code.
Figure. 9 shows the experimental result of the closed-loop system and demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed controller quite well. The experiments reveal a good
agreement with simulations as well.

5.2. H IL TESTIN G FO R FAULT CASES
In order to examine the closed-loop system under fault cases, which raise
concerns about the safety of devices and personnel, HIL testing has been used alternatively
here. Due to the value that it offers in research, education, and manufacturing—as an
experim ental method and testing procedure—FPGA-based HIL systems have found a
wide range of applications in smart grids, power systems, power electronic systems,
aircraft and mis-sile industries, automotive industry, motion control, mechatronics, and
robotics.
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Because of providing ultra-high-fidelity simulations. It is regarded as an alternative
testing approach. FPGA-based HIL examination is currently revolutionizing test
engineering

in

many

dis-ciplines,

including,

but

not limited

to,

vehicle

and

communication systems, smart grids, robotics, aerospace, process control, and naval
warships— and even structures in the civil engineering sometimes (see [21, 33, 34] and
references therein).
In this subsection, Xilinx System Generator for DSP has been applied to test and
implement the discretized control structure on a development board for the Xilinx
Zynq-7000 SoC (Zedboard). This design tool provides a realistic environment to verify the
interactive performance of control algorithms implemented in the hardware with the rich
simulation and verification environment offered by PLECS and Simulink. The optimized
control structure is realized through a schematic block method with floating number
representation and VHDL programming. The HIL is realized through the joint test action
group (JTAG) co-simulation interface, which requires minimum resources on FPGA
fabric. The FPGA clock frequency is selected to be around 120 MHz— at which all
modules are found to be compatible with each other. Optimized pipelining stages are
realized by dividing registers with minimum latencies. The results of the hardware co
simulation (which has been implemented on the board) have been extracted on the scope
by utilizing a DAC module.
Table 2. Parameters of Figure. 9
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Sn1

10.81 kVA

SCC 3

32.42 kVA

L 1 /R 1

5 mH/0.1 a

fs 4

8.1 kHz

VDC2

400 V

^CCLine-to-Linerms2

208 V

1 Nominal VA 3 PCC Short Circuit Capacity for Calcu
lating SCR
2 Nominal Value 4 Switching Frequency
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Figure 10. Operation under three-phase voltage fault (a) active and reactive power response
to fault (b) PCC voltage and current response— each small division for active power is 2
kW, for reactive power is 1 kW, for voltage is 21 V , and for current is 5 A
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5.3. DC-BUS C O N TR O L AND IM PRO V EM EN TS IN N ON-M INIM UM PHASE
BEHAVIOR
In this paper, a PV-based VSC has been studied. In order to emulate a virtual
synchronous generator, a dual control loop is applied to the dc-bus. The primary control loop
is based on the Power Point Tracking (PPT) of a PV-based dc-bus to extract the maximum
available active power for optimal usage of a PV-bus. In the secondary control loop, a
linear governor model has been adopted to emulate a virtual synchronous machine and use
the frequency information at PCC to control the power supplied by the generator during
loading conditions. The frequency measurement at PCC is not used in resynchronization.
The intermittent and slow nature of PV-based dc-bus calls for a control structure with fine
tracking capabilities. The tracking capability of the controller has been demonstrated in
4. The HIL simulation results show as the irradiation changes to half; the active power
reference also changes, and the IMC control loop also tracks the reference power with no
steady-state error. Likewise, in the reactive power loop, the actual value tracks the reference
and keeps the reactive power zero. This Scenario is examined in a weak grid with SCR = 2.
5.4. FR T AND CU RR EN T-LIM ITIN G CA PA BILITIES IN W EA K -G RID
BEHAVIOR
In order to further verify the FRT capabilities of the proposed control structure, the
operation has been examined in grid-connected mode of operation under a three-phase fault
condition. A 10kW resistive load has been activated, the upper limit of the active power set
point is also selected to be 10 kW, and the reactive power set-point is zero. Accurate power
tracking for both active and reactive power is achieved while the coupling of active and
reactive power dynamics is minimum. The voltage does not show any significant fluctuations
as the m agnitude o f the voltage is fed forward to the r eactive power control loop. In
order to monitor the controller performance during a persistent fault, the IAE cost function is
observed. As shown in Figure. 7, the cost functions of Jp and J q do not surpass the upper
threshold even though the voltage magnitude has dropped to 0.1 pu. The limited cost function
helps curb the current during the fault condition.
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Figure. 10 shows the measured results of active and reactive power along with the
VSC current and PCC voltage, when three-phase voltage drops to 0.1 pu for 0.5 s in the
weak-grid condition where SCR = 1. The results show that the active power reference and
the actual active power both drop during the fault.
Nonetheless, the converter continues to inject current to the grid. During voltage
re-covery, the small swing can be observed when the system is re-synchronized to the
network. Additionally, the current rise in maintained within 1.2 pu due to the error
minimization process in the control structure— which keeps the system’s parameters
bounded.

5.5.

O PERA TIO N IN ISLANDED M ODE
The

performance

of

the

proposed

control

structure

is

also

examined

during the islanded mode of operation, and it has been shown in Figure. 11. A conventional
under/over voltage (UVP/OVP) technique has been adopted as an islanding detection
method— which is a popular method for all grid-connected PV inverters.
The detection of various types of abnormal conditions is monitored through
sensing the grid voltage of vg. In case the voltage starts to exit the limits imposed by
the relevant standards [ 1], an islanding signal turns switch “Si ” off and disconnects the
converter from the grid to start operating in islanded mode. The isolation is detected
immediately, and the none-detection-zone (NDZ) has not been considered. Unlike
conventional power control methods, the reactive power loop operates as the converter is
disconnected from the grid. The reactive power loop well maintains the voltage magnitude
and keeps the voltage magnitude bounded while minimizing the error in the control
structure.
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The detection of various types of abnormal conditions is monitored through
sensing the grid voltage of vg. In case the voltage starts to exit the limits imposed by
the relevant standards [ 1], an islanding signal turns switch “Si ” off and disconnects the
converter from the grid to start operating in islanded mode. The isolation is detected
immediately, and the none-detection-zone (NDZ) has not been considered.
Unlike conventional power control methods, the reactive power loop operates as the
converter is disconnected from the grid. The reactive power loop well maintains the voltage
magnitude and keeps the voltage magnitude bounded while minimizing the error in the control
structure.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the internal model principle has been applied to the small-signal
model representation of the power synchronization method. Therefore, because of the
existing non-minimum phase dynamics, its impediments of the corresponding active and
reactive power transfer functions have been rectified by considering the LD stable zeros as the
non-minimum phase and eliminating their effect by applying the IAE method and cost
minimization. A thorough stability analysis, the verifications o f the proposed controller
operation— during faulty and weak-grid conditions— and its performance in switching
grid-connected modes of operation endorse the adequate functionality of the proposed
controller. The internal model principle applied in this paper is simple to design and requires
only one parameter to be tuned. The outer dc-bus controller, which is composed of an MPP
loop and a governor droop emulator, forces the system to perform closer to a conventional
synchronous machine, so the integration of such a system to traditional power generating
network is more favorable.
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Experimental results associated with the normal operation and FPGA-based HIL testing
associate with the fault test cases have been provided in order to show the practicality and
effectiveness of the introduced internal-model-based control.
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2. CONCLUSION

This research propoes to apply new and well-established control methodologies
to improve transient response, stability and reliability of three-phase inverters in gridconnected and isolated mode of operation. In the course of studying the effect of these
methodologies, internal model-based control (IMC) is extensively applied and the applica
tion of this concept has been studied on developing “grid-forming” controls to allow wind
and solar inverters to support voltage and frequency levels like traditional generators.
In the first paper, a new approach applied from control theory, an optimal switching
control has been utilized to emulate a virtual synchronous machine which regulates power
both in grid-connected and standalone modes. Along with it, this approach offers a seamless
transition with no need of PLL and is robust during transitions. This optimized switching
rule and an inherent islanding detection mechanism and it is able to perform efficiently in
the presence of parameter uncertainties and loading conditions.
In the second paper, the interaction of a grid-forming inverter with a grid-following
unit has been discussed. In this approach a nonlinear control has been utilized to limit the
current and a hierarchical control method which emulates a virtual synchronous machine
and regulates voltage magnitude and frequency through the grid-forming inverter has been
adopted. This method possesses power-sharing capabilities by controlling the active and
reactive power through both grid-forming and grid-following inverters. The autonomous
operation in the isolated mode through the grid-forming inverter is attainable by using the
proposed control structure and it is capable of withstanding grid unbalanced and faulty
conditions.
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In the third paper, by considering the non-minimum phase problem in power syn
chronization transfer functions, a internal model based control was applied to reduce the
effects of non-minimum phase phenomena and offer excellent tracking capabilities. This
method is capable of offering an excellent performance during weak-grid conditions with
no dedicated synchronization unit and it possesses FRT and current-limiting capabilities.
Along with it, the operation is possible by switching back and forth between islanded and
grid-connected modes.
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